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Summary 

The structure of the wakes of certain oscillating bluff bodies 

has been studied. Three "fixed-separation point" models were used - a flat 

plate, D-shape cylinder and triangular-section cylinder. These cylinders 

spanned a 3ft. x 3ft. wind tunnel and were mechanically oscillated, 

normal to a uniform stream, with a peak to peak displacement of 0.4 d, 

at a Reynolds number around 2 x 104 Of particular interest, was the 

changed wake structure, that is established when the body movement,  

synchronises the vortex shedding process, as this is relevant to the 

natural wake forcing situation in vortex induced oscillations. It was 

concluded, that such oscillations are primarily caused by considerable 

changes in the two-dimensional near-wake structure, although some 

increase in spanwise correlation, may also contribute. Lateral movements 

modify the generation of vorticity, that is shed into the wake, and can 

lead to stronger vortices developing closer to the body, which may, in 

turn, produce large increases in drag and fluctuating lift forces. The 

details of body wake interactions, were found to be highly dependent on 

body geometry, especially in the oscillating situations. 

A conditional averaging technique for analysing the under-

lying periodic elements of a turbulent vortex wake, was developed, and 

this permitted the direct measurement of vortex strength and lateral 

spacing. From the measured vorticity distributions, it was deduced, that 

a reasonable first approximation to a developed vortex street, includes 

a symmetric shear profile, in addition to two staggered rows of finite 

area vortices. Consideration was given to the likely distortion of these 

vortex clouds, as they pass through the wake, and to the influence this 

might have on velocity measurement at various positions in the fluid. 
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It was possible to explain the variability of vortex convection velocity 

measurements, in this way. 

The experimental work emphasised the dominance of the gross 

vortex structure, in determining the wake fluctuations. By a highly 

idealised irrotational modelling of this situation, it was possible to 

derive a non-linear oscillator type equation, for the wake circulation, 

and, thereby, draw some tentative conclusions as to the fluid mechanic 

origins of the terms in such a representation. 
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NOTATION. 

(x,y,z) 	cartesian coordinates 	(streamwisestransverse.spanwise) 
(u,v,w) 	velocity components in (x.y,z) 

	

V 	(vx.vy iv2 ) , general velocity vector 
x+iy , complex coordinate 

W(z) 	complex velocity potential 
u+iv 	complex velocity 
u-iv 

Uo 	free stream velocity 
Uc 	vortex convection velocity 
Us 	induced backflow in a Karmen vortex street 
Un 	Uo/fwd reduced velocity 

curl V 	vorticity vector 
(r76) 	polar coordinates centered on a vortex 
d 	plate width cylinder diameter 

	

a,A 	total body displacement (peak-peak) 
fs 	vortex shedding frequency 
fn 	body oscillation frequency 

	

10)i 	2Kfi 
S 	fsd/Uo 
Ur 	1/S 	resonant velocity 

kinematic viscosity of air 
Re 	UodR) 	Reynolds number 
L 	lift (side) force 
e 	density of air 
Cl 	L/(1/2e ued) 
po 	free stream static pressure 
Cp 	p-po /(1/2e 	pressure coefficient 
Cpb 	pressure coefficient on body base 

	

k 	(1-Cpb)1  

	

Ub 	kUo , velocity at separation point 

	

b 	lateral vortex street spacing 
longitudinal vortex street spacing 

R,Ro "core radius" 	position of maximum vortex velocity 
q,(17,u, circumferential velocity 
I 	vortex strength (total circulation) 

starting circulation 
Ts 	strength of a street vortex 
lb 	body circulation 

	

i 	residual circulation in vortex formation region 
611 	standard deviation of subscripted variable 

Fourier transform operator 

Other symbols are defined in the text and should be locally consistent. 
This is especially true of the notation of Chapter 3. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction  

1.1 Shear Layer Instability 

The fundamentally unstable nature of a great variety of flow 

situations, has been a subject of sustained interest and inspiration, 

throughout the history of fluid mechanics. A prime example, is the 

instability of a free shear layer (1), i.e. a layer of vorticity separated 

from its generating surface. The photographs of Winant and Browand, (2), 

illustrate the phenomenon, of a single sheet of vorticity developing 

unstable waves and rolling up or concentrating itself, into vortex 

structures. Such organised entities seem, commonly, to result from the 

production of a thin layer of vorticity, and the rolling up process has 

been described, amongst others, by Kaden,(3) and Moore (14.). 

The analysis of Abernathy and Kronauer (5), extends the 

idealisation of infinite vortex sheets, to the situation of two layers 

of opposite-signed vorticity, in reasonably close proximity. When 

subjected to certain disturbances, the inclination of each layer, is again, 

to draw together its vorticity into clouds. This numerical experiment is 

related to the flow of a uniform stream past a two-dimensional bluff 

obstacle: the boundary layers separate from the body and transport their 

vorticity into the wake region, in the form of two distinct shear layers. 

Frequently, these shear layers are observed to roll up and form a 

staggered street of alternate circulation vortices, in the wake of the 

body, in a manner similar in some respects, to that described in (5). 

Apart from the aspect of discretising the continuous sheets into point 

vortices, a technique which has evoked considerable interst and discussion, 

(4), there are, necessarily, significant fundamental diff rences, between 
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such a simplified model and a true wake situation. Although under 

certain conditions, wake instabilities develop well downstream of the 

body itself, vortex streets rarely have their origins in long plane sheets of 

vorticity. An essential element in most developments, is the presence of 

the body and the interaction that it establishes with the near wake. 

Often the shear layers roll up in a formation region close to the body 

base, and even in starting flows may be perturbed into asymmetry from a 

rolled-up state, (e.g. ref. (6), plate 10). Their proximity to the body 

is important in determining the amount of vorticity shed into the wake, 

and this mechanism can produce non-uniform density-shear layers, emanating 

from the separation points. Indeed, it may well be, that the body shape 

has a much greater effect on the wake processes, than is suggested by 

Abernathy and Kronauer, and by certain universal Strouhal number concepts. 

The wake Periodicity that develops from the shear layer instabilities, is 

characterized by a non-dimensional frequency, which bears the name of one 

of the earliest researchers in this field. A number of attempts have been 

made, to find the physically most important length and velocity scales, 

which could be used to describe the vortex formation frequency and so 

collapse the results of all bluff bodies. Roshko's Strouhal number, SR, (7), 

is adequate for certain bodies, but not, as Bearman (8), points out, if 

there is significant wake interference. In contrast to Roshko, Bearman's 

Strouhal number SB, takes a length scale from the fully formed vortex 

street, rather than from the formation region. This is an attractive 

concept, since such a length must, of necessity, contain all the body-

wake interaction. The obvious drawback, of course, is that such a 

normalisation_really requires the solution of the wake formation problem, 

first.-The actual predictive method of (8), is based on a stability 

criterion, due to Kronauer, which unfortunately fails for a certain class 
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of bodies. Isolating a small number of simple scales to describe the wake 

development, is seen, therefore, to be an illusive search. This should 

not be too depressing however, as the end result may, in fact, be less 

important than the understanding that the effort has brought. 

An important conclusion, from the model of Abernathy and 

Kronauer and that of Gerrard (9) and Clements (10), would seem to be 

the confirmation that the formation of vortex clouds, is a fairly 

fundamental, or at least common, result of shear layer instability. The 

very ease of generation of such concentrations, does, however, suggest 

that any model purporting to describe the details of a particular 

situation, must embody an accurate description or analogue, of the 

vorticity production, especially in an inviscid case, if the results 

are to be reliable. 

The development of a vortex street in the wake of so many 

bluff bodies, has long been a source of interesting and practically 

applicable research. Much effort has been devoted to the estimation 

of the forces induced by the vortex wake on the body itself, as these 

are particularly relevant to the design and construction of structures 

such as bridges, towers, chimney stacks, oil rigs, transmission and 

towing cables plus certain buildings. In addition to a mean drag force, 

the body may feel a significant fluctuating side force, which is 

produced by the strong wake periodicity. If sufficiently strong and 

correlated, this force can cause a lateral displacement of the body, 

which in turn feeds back into the wake through a modification in the 

vorticity producing mechanism. If the changing wake structure is such 

that the body is excited into a resonant mode, then severe structural 

damage and failure may result. A complex resonant behaviour of this sort, 

was dramatically demonstrated in the early stages of the collapse of the 
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Tacoma Narrows suspension bridge in Florida in 1940. 

Consideration of flow-induced structural vibrations has 

become increasingly important in recent years, following the introduction 

of new materials and design for ever larger and expensive constructions, 

requiring increasing degrees of optimisation. In spite of these 

considerations, however, there are still substantial gaps in the under-

standing of the fudamental mechanisms at work in the forcing of a body 

by its vortex wake. Certain sophisticated modifications to structures, 

such as the addition of helical strakes to cylindrical towers (11), 

have successfully alleviated many problems, but.  prediction, a priori, 

of many phenomena remains difficult. It is hoped, therefore, that 

fundamental studies, such as those undertaken in this dissertatiOn, 

will contribute to the understanding of the natural phenomena of vortex 

induced vibrations, and hence, be of some use in the analysis of practical 

problems. 

1.2 The wake as a fluid-oscillator 

The flow pattern in the wake of a bluff body, is highly 

complex requiring the full Navier-Stokes momentum equation (e.g. (6) 

page 14.7) to describe the velocity field. As a consequence analytical 

progress has been limited and researchers have been forced along other 

avenues of investigation. With the development of high speed digital 

computers the possibilty of obtaining numerical solutions of the equations 

of motion has become more feasible. Amongst others , interesting results 

have been obtained by Fromm and Harlow (12) for an impulsively started 

flat plate, and Zabusky and Deem (13) for a perturbed flat-plate (in 
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line with the stream) wake profile. However, the conditions which 

currently constrain numerical experiments are still very restrictive. 

Two-dimensional flow fields are necessary, with turbulence almost 

inevitably ruled out, through constraints on mesh size (or finite-

element size(15)) (i.e. on smallest length scale), quite apart from the 

loss of three dimensionality. Additionally, time considerations make 

"early-time development" problems the most attractive and "late-time" 

solutions expensive and rare. Even computationally, then, the full 

problem is practically out of reach, allthough very significant studies 

can be made by concentrating on particular isolated features. Christiansen 

and Zabusky (14) adopt this approach, to further understand the behaviour 

of clouds of vorticity (initially prescribed) in close proximity to each 

other. 

' An alternative approach, which has its roots in mechanics 

and electric circuitry, rather than in the equations of fluid -motion, 

has been developed by Hartlen and Currie (16) from a concept mentioned 

earlier by Birkhoff and Zarantello (17) in 1953, and Bishop and Hassan, 

in 1964 (22). The wake is modelled by analogy with a mechanical oscillator, 

by identifying its dominant periodicity as the major global characteristic. 

Fig. 1 shows how sharply defined the frequency of vortex shedding is, in 

the wake of a two-dimensional flat plate, placed normal to an undisturbed 

stream. This antisymmetric wake disturbance produces a fluctuating 

side-force on the body of the same fundamental frequency. Hartlen and 

Currie developed their oscillator analogy in terms of CL, the lift 

(side-force) coefficient; this was not the only possible choice, but it 

was convenient, as it is a well measured quantity. In view of observed 

near-sinusoidal behaviour of the lift coefficient, the first move was 

to construct a simple harmonic oscillatoi, 
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An A2 /1 	 A 
+ Las 	= 0, where Os is essentially the shedding frequency, 

and prime denotes differentiation with respect to Y= EJ.rtt , which is 

non-dimensionalised time. However, the wake instability that gives rise 

to CL(t) is known to develop from small perturbations. In this sense it 

is self-excited and needs some negative damping to promote development. 

A term like 	& must therefore be introduced. To prevent unlimited 

growth of the oscillations a positive damping influence must play an 

increasing role as CL  grows. 

An equation of the form, 
41. 

cl+. 	WS CL= o  , 	LA), L 1.2.1 

has the limit cycle behaviour that is required of CL  fluctuations and 
A 

makes them independent of Les and Reynolds number. 1.2.1 is the 

equation of a valve-circuit electrical oscillator and has been extensively 

studied, initially by Van der Pol (Stoker (18) or Minorsky (19)). The 

analogy can be pursued further, to the case of a wake oscillator acting 

on a non-rigid body. The side-force fluctuations of 1.2.1 may, if they are 

sufficiently strong and correlated along the span, induce the body to 

move. The body can be regarded as a simple mechanical system, with 

natural frequency, 1.%)„ , and its displacement in the lateral (y) direction, 

can be written non-dimensionally as: 

/I 	r 	 A 2 

+ d, + 3 = 	Los 
1.2.2 

where y, = y/d, , since CL  is the wake-force driving the body. The 

induced body-movement, however, feeds back into the wake and effects the 

pressure distribution around the body. C.onsequently equation 1.2.1 must 
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be modified and Hartlen and Currie did this by introducing the lateral 

body movement as an influence, thus: 

CL  — c:(6`)., 	)/6$ c,.13 	nsi 	= fty: 	1.2.3 

Eqns. 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 are, thus, an attempt to describe the main features 

of the interaction between a non-rigid bluff body and its make. It is 

emphasised that the equations are developed by analogy and observation, 

and even then, at the simplest level possible. Nevertheless, the 

interacton described by 1.2.2 and 1.2.3 is still complex and further 

progress is possible only in certain regimes, such as Ws close to Lan, 

when simplifying assumptions can be made for the form of CL(t). 

Skop and Griffin (21) have derived 1.2.3 in a form more 

amenable to comparison with experiment and Griffin et al (20) show 

that agreement is good. Their comparison was made for flows around a-

circular cylinder, with quantitative predictions from 1.2.3 facilitated 

by a previous analysis of experimental data, to obtain empirical 

relationships for a,irandK, as functions of cylinder mass and stiffness. 

An alternative way of studying the body-wake interaction 

is to force the body in some prescribed oscillation and concentrate on 

the effects produced in the wake. This is the situation that has been 

studied in the present work, and is one in which closer control over 

the parameters involved, can be exercised. This approach simplifies 

the "lift-oscillator" equations to 

yfa = (a/d) skt. L.a,t 

i.e. 	yf  = a, sin. "C 	 1.2,4. 

It 	A rk f 	 3 
CL

f
- 1.0,5 	6.4 	1.4.1: 	sr-• a(  COS 1.2.5 
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1.2.5 is the equation of a Van der Pol oscillator with external 

sinusoidal forcing and has been fully explored in the literature. The 

most important feature of the solution for Crpt), is its form when the 

detuning,A (A=L0,4-114:0, is small. For L4 sufficiently small, there exists 

a range of 	and and therefore (4, within which the solution has the form 

CL  = C cos (154): the side-force fluctuations are locked to the frequency 

of the imposed motion. Outside this range the fluctuations contain both 

the fundamental, L.t.;Is,and forcing, (.440frequencies. Equation 1.2.5 provides a 

close analogue of the physically observed phenomenon of synchronisation 

of the vortex shedding process, which controls GIs, to the body motion. 

This is of great practical significance as a large increase in the 

amplitude of C
L can accompany the jump into the synchronous region, and 

the induced body resonance could have severe consequences. The "synchronous" 

range is the main area of interest in this dissertation, the investigation 

being designed to shed more light on the fluid mechanic processes 

involved. This would seem necessary, for although 1.2.5 affords a good 

description of the results, it identifies nothing of the physics of the 

situation. 

1.3 Previous Experimental Investigations of Oscillating Bodies  

In recognition of the importance of flaw induced structural 

vibrations, the last decade has seen a good deal of research, into the 

various aspects of interaction between oscillating bodies and their wakes. 

Invariably researchers have investigated the phenomena 

produced by circular cylinders, of large span to diameter ratio, in a 

uniform stream, which is normal to the cylinder axis. Undoubtedly, the 
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circular cross-section is the most commonly encountered in practical 

situations, which explains its popularity, although it is far from the 

simplest section from the fluid dynamic standpoint. As a consequence of 

its smoothly changing profile, the circular cylinder allows flow separation 

to occur, in a way that is "natural" to the velocity and pressure fields, 

set up by the disturbed stream. This is in contrast to bodies with surface 

slope discontinuities, which tend to impose separation of the boundary 

layer, at fixed positions. The flow around a circular cylinder is, thus, 

particularly dependent on the overall balance between the boundary layer 

and separated flow regions and the perturbations which they permit and 

induce. This produces a dependence on Reynolds number that has been fairly 

thoroughly investigated, (see e.g. (23)(63)) and excellent pictorial 

records are given in (6),(24) and (25). In the so-called subcritical range, 

regular vortex shedding into a street arrangement is observed from Reynolds 

numbers of the order of 10
2 
to 105  , a range in which most laboratory 

experiments fall. The boundary layers separate, in a laminar state, at 

about 80°  from the front stagnation point, but the wake becomes increasingly 

turbulent with increase in Reynolds number Schaefer and Eskinasi (29) 

show the encroaching turbulent wake region and suggest that the wake is 

not laminar above Re = 125. 

As a consequence of the fluctuating surface pressure field set 

up by vortex roll-up in the wake, the separation points are forced to 

oscillate sympathetically about the mean 80°  position. The result, of the 

induced fluctuating side-force, if the cylinder has suitable natural 

frequency and damping, is a lateral oscillation of the body itself. This 

feature has been confirmed by many investigators at various Reynolds 

numbers (e,g. (24),(26) and (27)), and demonstrates the suitability of 

such a bluff shape for vortex-excited stidies. Figure 2, from Feng (28), 
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summarizes the main effects of vortex induced vibration. As the wind speed 

is increased and the fluctuating side forces get stronger and closer to 

the body frequency, the cylinder is seen to be excited into small lateral 

oscillations at the natural frequency. With further increase in wind speed 

and more feed back from the oscillating cylinder, the wake is encouraged 

to-oscillate with the cylinder and eventually the vortex shedding 

synchronises exactly with the body movement. The body retains control over 

the wake frequency for a range of greater speeds and during this resonance, 

the cylinder displacement amplitude builds up significantly. Ultimately, 

the vortex shedding "breaks free" and reverts to its "natural" Strouhal 

frequency, and with this movement of wake energy away from the body 

frequency, the effective exciting force, at the body frequency, diminishes 

and with it the displacement. In the resonant range, the phase angle 

between the exciting side force and resultant displacement, changes rapidly 

through ajarge angle; about 100°  . Another feature of the excited 

phenomenon is the apparent dependence on the time-history: the displacement 

amplitude of figure 2 depends on whether ILA  is increasing or decreasing 

and whether the cylinder is released from rest, or is already vibrating. 

This hysteresis phenomenon is also reported in (22). The exact details of 

maximum displacement amplitude, phase change and range of synchronisation 

are, of course, functions of the cylinder's mechanical characteristics, 

which vary from experiment to experiment. In general, it seems that 

oscillations and shedding frequency capture are only significant as the 

increasing stream velocity nears the value where the stationary Strouhal 

frequency would equal the natural frequency of the body. The amplitude 

builds up subsequent to this and figure 2 shows the synchronous region 

extending to about 130 of the resonant velocity, Ur  (Iry =i/S). Another 

factor contributing to variability of results is the difficulty of 
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measuring many of the important quantities, especially as exact duplication 

of conditions is difficult, if the time history is important. The lift 

phase angle has often been inferred from single pressure fluctuations br 

near body velocity measurements, while frequencies have been measured by 

counting peaks or spectral analysis. These methods all need careful 

interpretation under certain conditions, as does the measurement of 

overall lift force, in situations where the spanwise correlation changes. 

More controlled experiments are possible by oscillating the body 

mechanically, in some prescribed sinusoidal motion. This method is 

particularly useful if the resulting wake is the main interest of the 

investigation visualisation and measurement are easiest when the wake is 

laminar, and such work is reported in (24),(25),(30) and (31). Honji and 

Taneda (24) show clearly the phenomenon of frequency "lock-in", though the 

initial imp to this condition occurs earlier than in (27) and (28),  

(N.B. "earlier" when Sdsc, increasingAdecreasing, to compare with 

IIn  increasing). This feature can be explained by the fact that in the 

forced oscillation experiment, the cylinder is already oscillating with 

at least a 40 displacement, and is a good illustration of the kind of 

differences that can result in the two types of experiment. In spite of 

this, however, Griffin, (26), shows how it is possible to simulate a 

known vortex excited resonance by forced oscillation. The duplication 

extends to the phase angle between the body displacement and the velocity 

fluctuation just above the body. Through resonance this angle changes by 

90°  , which is comparable with figure 2 and measurements in (27). Bishop 

and Hassan (22) measure a phase change of about 160 degrees, when they 

force the wake oscillator, with an oscillating cylinder. Comparisons are 

not really valid, however, due to the different "fluid damping" at 

different Reynolds numbers and the effect of varying displacement 
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amplitude. Certainly, however, the wake is not as simple as a forced 

simple harmonic oscillator, which exhibits a discontinuous 180 degree 

phase change at resonance. The non-linear second order system of (16) 

displays fair phase agreement with the observations of (27). 

Low Reynolds number experiments of Griffin (30),(31) provide 

interesting measurements of formation length and the effects of oscillation 

in suppressing wake turbulence (also Berger (32)). He also takes advantage 

of the laminar wake, to measure wake velocity profiles and by matching 

these with a vortex street wake model provides evidence for the notion 

of increased strength vortices being shed from an oscillating body. At 

similarly low Reynolds numbers (Re = 200),Koopman (25) shows how spanwise 

correlation is improved in the synchronous range, (the slantwise shedding 

of vortex filaments becoming aligned to the cylinder axis), but finds 

a threshold A/d of 0.1 below which synchronisation does not occur. The 

threshold is not very certain, however, as Protos et al (33) have found 

synchronisation at A/d = 0.085 and Twigge-Molecey and Baines (34), strong 

resonant effects, though not frequency lock-in on a apex-forward triangular 

section at A/d = 0.027. The latter work demonstrated the small degree of 

displacement that can be induced in such a section, especially in 

comparison with a circular cylinder, although a 50 % lift increase still 

resulted at resonance, due mostly to the rapid 180 degree phase shift 

between the displacement and lift force. Protos et al (33) also looked at 

this section and showed synchronisation at A/d = 0.085, but a phase change 

of less than 70 degrees. Both measurements were made at Reynolds numbers 

between 2 and 5 x 10k. The results of (33) and (34), together with (28), 

(D-section), comprise most of the non-circular cylinder experimental 

information in the literature. A final feature worth mentioning is the 

observation of a "beating" between the Strouhal and forcing frequencies, 
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(22),(35), outside the synchronisation range This is seen in the 

velocity traces of Toebes (35) and in both the lift and drag measurements 

of Bishop and Hassan (22). This low frequendy modulation is thought to 

give important clues as to the nature of this body-wake interaction 

process and is given more attention in this dissertation. 
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Chapter 2 Wind Tunnel Experiments  

2.1 Aim of Investigation 

In spite of the considerable volume of experimental measurements, 

on the effects of vortex induced oscillations and the enlightening 

deScription of the wake as a non-linear oscillator, there remains much to 

be learned of the phenomena involved. The intention in these experiments, 

was to produce, as simply as possible, the body vibrating-vortex shedding 

interaction, and then study the character of the resultant wake and the 

ways in 'which it can feed back influences to the body. Although analysis 

has shown that an equation like 1.2.1, can represent the salient influences 

of the wake, it is still not clear which wake elements should be identified 

with each term, and as an approach through the full equations of motion 

appears difficult, it is hoped that careful experimental observations 

can provide some of the answers. For greatest control of the parameters 

involved, it was decided to oscillate, by external means, a body with 

sharp edges, thus providing fixed separation points and a good degree 

of spanwise correlation. A convenient body width, from considerations of 

blockage, displacement amplitudes, insertion of pressure tubes, etc., 

was 50 mms. This results in a Reynolds number, based on body width, between 

104 and 10
5
, under typical wind tunnel conditions, (3 m/s to 30 m/s). At 

such Reynolds numbers the separated shear layers are expected to become 

turbulent in a very short distance, such that formed vortices are fully 

turbulent. Given these particular conditions, the aim was to quantify, the 

changes in wake structure, that occur when the body is oscillated, 

especially in regard of the strength and position of the wake vortices, 

their period of formation and the pressure changes in the formation region, 
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as measured by the base suction. Attention is centred on the "synchronised" 

range, as it has been shown (26), that this situation can relate to a fluid 

excited condition, but it is emphasised, that the experiments are not 

intended to simulate any particular body response to its vortex wake. 

2.2 Bluff Body Models  

It was decided to investigate the body induced wake 

synchronisation with the simplest possible body. An obvious choice of 

elementary body, with fixed separation points, is a flat plate, placed 

normal to the stream direction. It was felt that such a body would 

eliminate any strong Reynolds number effects and also provide good two-

dimensional characteristics. Some previous results, (figure 3), show a 

measure of the improvement in spaawise correlation, between a circular 

cylinder and certain sharp edged bodies. The flat plate is an interesting 

choice, in that, having negligible side area on which the forces could act, 

it would not be excited into oscillation by vortex shedding. When forced 

to move, however, it does provide a simple form of shear layer perturbation, 

although whether this would be sufficient to synchronise the wake frequency 

remained for the experiments to show. In the event, certain unusual features 

were evident in the oscillating flat plate wake, which appeared dependent 

on the form of the body in the separated base region, and consequently 

additions to the basic shape were made. 

In all, three flat-faced sections have been examined, their 

differences lying solely in their "after-separation" shapes. The sections 

are illustrated in figure 4.. They were made from light alloy sheet with 

afterbodies'built up with balsa wood. The "flat plate" model owes its 
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depth to the presence of stiffening ribs on its near face. Each model 

had a 2.5 mm tube sunk into the middle of the base and covering the entire 

span. Base pressures were sensed throlpIgh holes spaced along the length 

of the tube and unwanted tappings were taped over. The models spanned, 

horizontally, a 3ft.x 3ft. (0.91 m. square) wind tunnel, at mid-height, 

and were supported externally, by the rig described in 2.3. The need to 

remove the three dimensional effects of the growing tunnel wall boundary 

layer, has long been recognised, but little detailed work has been done 

on the resulting body-wall interference problem. As mentioned previously, 

sharp edged bodies produce a reasonably good two-dimensional flow, and it 

remains unclear as to the best sort of end plate to improve the situation, 

further. In these experiments light perspex end-plates were rigidly 

attached to the models, at about 50 mma. from the tunnel wall. The 

separation of the plates was thus, 15.8 d , and the details and dimensions 

are given in figure 4.. Their design was rather arbitrary, and although 

this aspect is unsatisfactory in general terms, it was not thought to 

be crucial in these particular experiments. 

2.3 Oscillating Mechanism 

Figure 5 shows the D-shape model spanning the tunnel and 

supported by the arms of the oscillating rig. The side arms are forced 

to move vertically by the mechanism described diagramatically in figure 6. 

The detailed design was due to Mr. P. Casson, and the figure is only 

intended to demonstrate the principles involved. The apparatus was placed 

beneath the tunnel, on an insulating mass, with the vertical arms on 

either side. A two horse-power electric motor was connected to a variable 
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hydrostatic gear, which drove the rotating shaft, through a belt connected 

to a cog wheel. The rotation was converted to vertical translation, by 

two independently adjustable eccentric arrangements, at either end of the 

shaft. The eccentrics were essentially Scotch-Yoke devices, consisting of 

a block, rigidly attached to the rotating parts, which was allowed to slide 

through a frame, which supported the vertical rods. The rods were constrained 

to move in the vertical direction only, and therefore the frame described 

the path of the projection of the block, on the vertical axis of its 

circle of movement. The oscillations thus produced were simple harmonic. 

The radius of the block's circle, and therefore the vertical travel of the 

rods, was adjustable, as the block was movable on a screw thread, which 

passed through the centre of rotation of the shaft. The total displacement 

WAS infinitely variable up to a distance of 30 mms. The frequency range 

was variable up to 40 Hz., though it was found to be prudent to run more 

slowly for the larger displacements. 

2.4 Instrumentation 

The greater part of the experimental work, involved the 

measurement of velocity in the wake. This was done by means of constant-

temperature hot-wire anemometers,Disa miniature, single and cross-wires 

were used in conjunction with, Disa M 0 1 & D 0 1 series anemometer units. 

The single sensor was usually 5 micron platinum wire, although 7.5 and 

10 micron diameters were used from time to time. The cross wires were of 

standard 5 micron tungsten manufacture. The hot-wire probes were supported 

by insulating plastic blocks, fixed to the tunnel traverse gear (figure 5), 

which was capable of describing a cube, of side approximately 0.9 M. 
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A Disa digital volt meter, with variable damping, was used to measure 

mean voltages and a Disa RIM meter measured the variance. Certain 

statistical properties of the velocity signals were imediately obtainable 

through a Hewlett Packard 3721A digital correlator; the auto and cross 

correlation being particularly useful "quick-look" facilities. For the 

most part however, the data analysis was done by digital computer, which 

required the initial recording of the information on analogue magnetic 

tape, (sect. 2.5). The undisturbed tunnel speed was obtained from the 

pressure drop down the contraction, which had been calibrated against 

dynamic pressure in the working sections  (37). This pressure drop and the 

difference between body base and tunnel static, pressures were measured 

with a van Essen water manometer. (Due account of the static pressure 

change along the tunnel was made (37)). Figure 5 shows the method of 

measuring the body displacement, with a D.C. Linear Variable Differential 

Transformer (24V, Voltage Eleetro Mechanisms, type 500 DC). This produced 

a linear voltage output of + 5V. for + 12.5 mm. displacement. The body 

frequency was measured with a Muirhead wave analyser and frequency relations 

between the body and velocity signals viewed by means of Lissajou figures 

on an oscilloscope. An additional facility, for obtaining permanent hard 

copy recordings of any signal, was the four channel "Brush" pen recorder. 

2.5 Magnetic Tape Recordings. 

Analogue tape recordings of velocity and displacement 

fluctuations were made on an Ampex PR1300 tape recorder. The machine permits 

14 channels of information to be recorded simultaneously, although 

guaranteed phase relations are only possible between the seven channels on 
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each recording head. The signals were initially processed to conform to the 

+ iv input requirement and the mean voltage was always removed with a high 

pass Rockland 1020F filter. No removal of high frequency was attempted at 

this stage, though a frequency limitation is implicit in the choice of 

tape recorder speed. The FR1300 has a flat frequency response up to 2Q/2 KHz. 

at a speed of 60/2N  inches per second (N = 0,1,2,....5). The length of 

recording, reflected the slowest sampling rate and lengthiest averaging, 

that would be necessary, on any particular signal. The next step in the 

preparation, was to convert the analogue tape into digital form, for 

subsequent analysis on the Imperial College CDC 6400. This was done through 

the data-logging system described in (38), which comprises a 12 channel, 

10 bit, ± lv., A-D converter and an Ampex TM 16 digital tape recorder, 

controlled by a PDP -8 computer. 12 bit words are written to half-inch 

seven track tape, in binary parity (odd), in records of 3000 (octal) words. 

The ADC sampling rate is variable up to 24 KHz„ (total on all channels), 

although higher effective rates are available, if the FR1300 replay speed 

is reduced. Since frequency resolution is limited to, at most, half the 

sampling frequency (the Nyquist frequency), signals digitised for spectral 

purposes were low pass filtered at the Nyquist frequency. The multiplexed 

digital tape, which had BCD file marks separating different recordings, 

was now compatible with the 6400 as an unlabelled "Stranger" tape. 

2.6 Range of Experimental Conditions. 

The 3 x 3 tunnel produces a high quality uniform stream with a 

root-mean-square turbulence intensity of about 0.03 0; of the mean velocity. 

The experiments were conducted in a range of free stream velocities, from 
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2 to 12 m/s., which was a Reynolds number range (based on body width) 

of 7 x 103 to 4 x 104 Apart from an amplitude sensitivity test on the 

flat plate model, all oscillations had a total displacement of 20 mma., 

i.e. A/d = 0.4. At this value of displacement, a convenient oscillation 

frequency was around 17 hz. Due to the difficulty of measuring velocity 

fluctuations in the recirculating near wake, most hot-wire measurements 

were made at 6 or ad downstream in the fully formed vortex street wake. 

The approach employed was one of oscillating the body at a fixed frequency, 

and increasing the stream velocity, so as to pass through any resonant 

regime. No serious attempt was made to pursue the hysteresis aspect, 

although some measurements were made with the stream velocity decreasing. 
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Chapter 3 Data Analysis. 

On the whole, the methods of handling the experimental data 

followed a well trodden path. Nothing radically new, is reported in this 

Chapter, but it does seem necessary to establish the techniques and 

definitions used. It is especially important to describe the details of 

the spectral analysis programs, as, though written during the course of this 

work, they remain available for general use in the Aeronautics Department. 

Amongst the topics considered in the next sections, are:- 

(a) the determination of the effective inclination of the x-wires, when 

mounted in the tunnel, 

(b) the method of separation of the u and v fluctuations from the x-wire 

voltages, 

(c) the use of the Henning spectral window, 

(d) the stability (reliability) of the spectral estimates, 

(e) the coherence requirements for reliable estimates of phase angle. 

3.1 Hot-wire data reduction. 

The hot-mire is assumed to respond to normal velocities, 

only, i.e. lateral cooling is considered to have a negligible effect. 

. The wire is cooled similarly, whatever the direction of the normal velocity, 

and therefore, cannot act as a direction discriminator. It is an 

inappropriate instrument for a recirculating flow situation, and its use 

in the wake is restricted to positions outside the formation region, 

immediately behind the body, (57). 
• 

A single wire, in a fluctuating velocity field, carried with 
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a uniform mean flow, responds to a velocity vector, with modulus, 

((u+LeTFv2)
t 2 	

, if placed in the horizontal plane normal to the U(mean 

flaw) direction. 

+ tk92+ 	11

• 	

. (1 4 2 (qtL)+ q-ckl--1-(11)4/2  
• ( I 4- 2. KrOlk ry a (I+ 'IR) 

, for small turbulent intensity. 

Using a simple King's Law, for the hot-wire response, 

= A i- (140+ te(a)m  

i.e. 	E + te-E. + 	A + BE'Cl 4- 4q1.40+ 

where 	E E + 2 

Equating like orders, 

El= A 4- ste 
B = 	AYT.i4  

and 2 e...f= 8 VIA (tea) 

	

Hence, Writ) = (2E tivt 	, 

which expresses the linearity of voltage to velocity fluctuations, for 

small intensities. 

The hot-wire was calibrated (for A & B) in the empty working 

section, with an assumed exponent n = 0.4.5. 

For cross-wires the same calibration was performed for each 

wire to give Al  and A2. 
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Wire 1 responds to 1 y l  cos (k(1,-e) 

• • B1 2  = A
l 

+ B
I 

Or cos eg - )n  

and for e = 0, in uniform flow, 

B12 = Al  + (B1  cos kp, )un  

which gives Alland similarly A2. 

If the wires, which are in the vertical plane, are yawed 

through e degrees then 

E12  Al + B111n  (cos Oh -enn  

At e = 0 , 	cos 4), = 
k Bitt" 

thus 	cos ( tfir  - 6 ) 

cost(/'  

= A, 2 
Al 
 1/n 

I  cal  
2 È 18,o- A A  

ooze + tan WI  VAS/ 

tan kg is found from the slope of the line of sin e vs the right hand 

side of the above equation. 



For wire 2, u - vt  tan ig.  = 722 - /n /  - j3 , say. 
2 
2 - A

21 

The u and v velocity components are now readily reducible from 

the two wire voltages El  and E2. 

From a general velocity V ate to the horizontal, 

E
i
2  = A

l + B1 ( V cos (t& -0))n  

and u = V cos& , v = V sine, 

. Ei
2 = At + B ( u cos% + vsin )n  

Consider a reference voltage ER  in the free stream, U0  

ER 2 = At  B (U0  cos W, )n  

thus E1
2 

= A 	/ 
+ 	2 - A

1)(11.1  + v' tanli  
5 

where the prime denotes normalisation by Uo. 

U + v tant14 = 	E12  - A 
2 ER  - A

l 

= 0( , say. 

ti = (.0( tan WI  + (3 tan lit) 

(tan 	+ tan tr,.) 

/— 
. and v = (0( - is) 

(tan VI + tant(l2) 

The angles tti, are nominally 45° 	but their effective values take into 

account any misalignment of the wire bisector to the free stream. 

Nevertheless the deviation has to be substantial before the correction 
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is worth more than the implicit small intensity assumption. For (P,A = 43°  

the error in vi is 7 %, which if ignored would be comparable to an intensity 

of around 35 — 4.0 %. 

3.2 Corrections for tunnel blockage. 

The blockage correction method of Maskell (39) has been used 

to adust the measured values of stream velocity and base pressure. The 

results obtained from both stationary and oscillating body experiments 

have been corrected in this way, although the blockage due to the wake in 

the oscillating case is not well understood. 

The blocked area (S/C) is,taken as the actual plate blockage 

in all cases, i.e. 0.0554. 

	

The corrected base pressure, C 	
= 	kc.2 )

was 
Pbc 

calculated from:- 

(Lk 1 itc)a  = 1  + (C4042, — 0 (S/C) 	2  

where CI  was approximated as(0.8 - C
Pb 
 in view of the reasonable 

constancy of front face pressure force, with changing base pressure (40). 

For example, when C 	= -0.5, the force on the body due to the pressure 
Pb 

distribution on the front face, C
F say, is 0.82. For C = 2.0, CF 

= 0.72. 

The free stream velocity increment due to the wall constraint 

was then found from the expression:- 
qt. 

since kt(lot, = kao for the same pressure distribution independent of 

Ito,/ 	= I_ cpb)/(1- cp4 

constraint. 
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3.3 Handling magnetic tape information on CDC 6400. 

Although the digital tape/ described in 2,5 is compatible 

with the CDC system, it is necessary to take into account the differing 

word lengths between the CDC and PDP machines. Consequently all the 

programs written to analyse experimental data, had to contain an "unpacking" 

routine, which extracted the 12-bit PDP words and placed each of them in a 

single 60 bit word. For the simultaneous recording of data channels, it 

was also necessary to demultiplex the information on the digital tape, 

since simultaneous samples are written successively, along the length of 

the tape. This initial processing appears in all the analysis programs, 

but no further details are given as it is relevant to this particular data 

aquisition system, only. 

3.4. Power Spectra. 

The power spectral density function (defined here as Sxx(f)) 

describes the distribution of the total power (i.e. mean square or 

variance, 61) of a data record x(t), over its constituent frequencies. 

Realising this function by band-passing a frequency range af, about f 

gives rise to the definition, (41), 

5,x(c) 
= (if) [TAZ 4  ..L:Ct(t' AC)  atl 

44.40  I 5 2c1(0 dE 
T+a0 T -Tit 

where 

Tit 

3.4.2 
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Alternatively, the amplitude of the sinusoid at frequency f , can be 

extracted by matching with a sine or cosine function, depending on the 

phase of the sinusoid at the time origin. 

Thus the Fourier transform, 
ob 

g6C(0) = X(4) = j•X•(. 
C,Xp(-2fr,4:16)&E 

produces a measure of the power at frequency f 

The Fourier transform is complex, in general. 

X(4) = a + 
aiMe■••■ 

The power at f is given by a2  + b2  , which equals )( (10 XW 

thus an alternative definition of S (f) is :- 
xx 

1/2 	r F 

2  T.* co [T 
3,ex  (f) = 2- -t,sst • 	x (e) exp(Inifk) ck x.(E) 4.1c. K-2.7140 a 	3.4.3 

The factor 2 is necessary in 3.4.3, since Sxx(f) is the one-sided i.e. If' , 

spectrum, whereas the Fourier transform definition admits positive and 

negative frequencies. 

Equation 3.4.3, being essentially the product of two Fourier 

transforms, is equivalent to the Fourier transform of the convolution of 

the functions. Taking account of the conjugate in 3.4.3, this becomes:- 

4) = 	itei4vt x(E)x 4-t) ctd .52-x p(- 2:1( if 'Ok 
T-Ao _Tta  

—DO 
pp 	T/2 

or 	(f) = 	J24;sst x(0 x Cr t-c) ctk gxp /Tu. f,t) dz 
xx 	74.0 

Txx(f) is the two sided spectral density function Sxx(f) = 2Txx(f) 
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Txx  (4) 	C„ et) Axt)(-2.rrift) cit 3.4.4 
where C xx(t) 

Since Txx(f) 

is the autocorrelation of x(t) at lag "C. 

and C CO are transform pairs, xx 

Cxx (A) = S Tx(-5) exP (zrrzit) 

Since T (f) is an even function, 

car  
cact) = 2 Yrxx (f) gxt (zni,c't)Sf = Sxx  4-x.p(2Tlift) &C-o 

00 

›cx(f))  = 	sxx (f) 	= 1 In particular 

3.4.5 

3.4.6 

In practice of course, the data, x(L), exists in some interval C 0,T) 

and becomes discretised into N samples over [0,T1 , so that exact 

computation of S xx 
 (f) is not possible. A common estimator of T (f) is xX 

T (n) where, 
xx 

(N-I) 
A 

Tx_t(h) = 	Cxx  CO 42X 43 ZIA) k) ?V= 0, i 	- - N (2. 

kr. -44-0 
3.4.7 

(where h/4t = T , (4= rfin/N , and Sxx(k) is itself an estimator of 

the correlation function) or 

/1/4 

(11) = !AC-A) A en) 
a2 

3:4.8 

where 

hJ 
Y,  (j) kx p 	; the discrete Fourier transform . 
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3.4.8 was the equation used in the programs written for this work, as use 

could be made of the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm s(FFT),((41) and (42)), 

to compute A(n), quickly and efficiently. 

Consideration of a finite length of data is equivalent to 

multiplying an infinite length record, x(e), by a "box-car" weighting 

function, Vi(E), (7(t) = 1 , 	(0,T) , 17(e) =0, otherwise). 
Thus the finite transform 

(x4 = jx(9ex.4)(2-21rtf)61,1 	j k()oc.(0.---*--21-iffOolt 
0 	 -00 

= 7(tv(E))*7(x(0) , where * denotes convolution. 

In other words, the true Fourier transform 7(.2c())l is modified by the 

data window 'WW 1  resulting in a spreading or "leakage" of the power at 

a given frequency, when the spectrum is formed. The box-car window gives 
rise to a basic periodogram window in the frequency domain, which has 

excessive "side-lobe" power. Better characteristics are obtained, if a 

smoother time-domain window is used. Such a window, due to Julius von Hann, 

is defined by 

'H 	= 	1 — cos (2:Trk(r)..) for 	E ,T] 

= 0 7 	otherwise. 

(N.B. This does reduce the variance by the ratio of the area of the window 

to that of the box-car, and a subsequent 8/3 scaling must be applied, to 

recover all the energy). The resultant spectral window has much smaller 

side-lobes, although an inevitable resolution penalty is incurred by the 

broadening of the central lobe. The Hanning procedure is particularly 
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easy to apply, since it results in a simple weighting of the transform 

coefficients. 

Returning to 3.4.8 , AN is modified by applying WH(j), the 

Harming function, to the raw data, x(j). -a 
(gt) = I 	W4(j) x(j) eact,  (i.cc)j) 

(A) = H(n) A(A) 	 3.4.9 

N-1 
where 11(n) = 1 	\V (j)-ext) 	 3.4.10 

j=0 

thus Tao(j) = 	H (n)42)(1)(u.0- 	 
t-0 

11(-1) cos(2M+ H(0) + HO) oos(239+.... 
N 	 N 

But ova  (j) = 2 - 2 cos( 211j) 
\N1  

11(0) =1 	and 	H(1) + H(-1) = 4 

From 3.4.103  H(1) = H(-1) 	(71H(i) real, 	11.1) is complex even, (43)) 

Hence (H(-1), H(0), H(1)) = 
M-1) 

From 3.4.9  , A' (n) = 	14(k)A(A-k) 
14-04-0 

= -411(A-1) + 1A(n) - 17A(44-1) 

Forli= 0 	(o) 	=11i(o) - '4(A(1) + A(-1)) 

Since A(n) = a(n) + ib(n) , b(o)= 0 as a(n) is even and b(n) odd. 

Thus, a' (o) = 1 a(o) 	2a(1) 

and 	(o) = 0 

For h= N/2 , b0,1,40 = 0 and since A(,) is complex even, modulo N, 

A(N/2 - 1) = -A-(N - N/2 + I) = A(N/2 +1) 

i.e. a(N/2 -1) = a(N/2 +1) 

04-0 
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and b(N/2 i) = - b(N/2 + 1) 

thus, a' (N/2) = fa(N/2) 2a(R/2 -1) and b' (N/2) = 0. 

A flow chart for the program POWSSPEC,
' 
	 xx  which was written to compute S(f), 

for a single input channel on digital magnetic tape, is shown in figure 7, 

and the method of treating real data as complex is given in Appendix 1. 

The actual FFT routine is a modified version, of an original by R.W.Berring 

of the National Radio Propagation Laboratory, Communications Research 

Centre, Ottawa, Canada. The program requires data in blocks, which are 

powers of 2. To obtain statistical consistency of spectral estimates it is 

necessary to ensemble average, i.e. average over a number of discrete 

estimates of the spectrum, from different blocks of data, or, smooth the 

final estimates in the frequency domain. Both methods are indicated in 

figure 7. 

For a Gaussian random variable x(t) , it can be shown, that its 

Fourier transform coefficients, a and b , are themselves uncorrelated 

random variables, with zero means and equal variances. Thus, the spectral 

estimate, gxx(f), which is proportional to a2 + b2 , is a chi-square 

variable with two degrees of freedom. (i.e. comprised of two free random 

squares, a2 and b2). Z  has a normalised standard error, 6r  , (i.e. the 

fractional rms, of the fluctuating part of the deviation of the estimate, 

from the time value), given by 

For the raw spectral estimate,A = 2 , and, therefore, Er  = 1 , i.e. the 

standard deviation is as big as the estimate. Ensemble averaging over 
A 	cr„2 	,d1  

segments essentially makes S '(f) a 4:I LL  variable, which is /La, i.e. xx 

the estimates have 2t degrees of freedom and ertakes the value (1/OVIL  

An equivalent statistical bandwith, Be, can be defined as 1/Ts, where Ts is 
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the length of the segment over which the spectrum was computed. Be = 1/Ts, 

so that BeT = . 

Thus 

Frequency averaging  the final spectrum, achieves the same effect on 

but by increasing  Be, rather than T. If k adjacent estimates of a smooth 
, 2 

spectrum are averaged, then basically k independent 	variables are added, 

resulting  in an estimate with 2k degrees of freedom, 

	

i.e. 	E,Ir  = WW1' 

	

In this case 	Be = 	= kaf 	 (T = T
s
) 

T 

Combining  both methods increases the stability further, 

= / 
	

3.4.11 

The foregoing  arguments are independent of the spectral window employed in 

this direct FFT method, the window being  applied to the basic FFT complex 

coefficients. Each coefficient is stilla random variable and the power 

remains a raw 2-degree of freedom estimate. (In contrast, estimating  

spectral desities through a Fourier transform of the correlation function, 

involves applying  a data, or spectral window, to squared random variables, 

and can be thought of as increasing  the dogree,A, of a Xft  variable.) 

In addition to the instability of the spectral estimates, they 

may also have a consistent bias error. Bendat and Piersol (41) expand 

as a Taylor series, thus: 

E 	5„(0+ 	S:x6y2A, 	, where Beq. is the bandwidth of an 

an equivalent rectangular filter. 

1 	6)/4 Hence the bias, .6 	,4 	2:24, Sxx 	• 
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The bias is small, if the'spectrum changes smoothly and slowly, i.e. 

Su  (0 small, but can be large for peaky spectra. In the latter case, it xx 

is clearly important to obtain high resolution, i.e. small Be, to 

minimise the effect. Therefore, frequency averaging should be avoided 

unless the spectrum is known to be smooth. (N.B. Henning increases the 

window bandwith, as noted earlier, and although salubrious, as regards 

leakage, its reduction in resolution is reflected in possible bias errors.) 

Assessment of the accuracy of a spectral estimate is difficult, 

in general, since x(t) is rarely Gaussian. For vortex =wake spectra, 

typically 40 or 50 segments of data were used, with no frequency averaging. 

This gives consistent estimation of the sinusoids and standard deviation 

of about 15 % on the turbulent fluctuations. For turbulence spectra, which 

are expected to be smooth, additional frequency averaging over seven 

adjacent frequency estimates, gives a standard deviation of about 6 %. 

3.5 Cross-Spectra. 

Following the convention of 3.4 T 
xY 

 (f) and S NY(f)  are the 

two-sided and one-sided normalised cross-spectral density functions, 

between two stationary processes x(t) and y(t) . 

The following definitions, which are parallel with those in 3.4 $ 

apply :- 

To. 
Z  y  (5) = 	p 

	

'GM • 	4X 42.X.p (2.7T.4: f 	TI  T:c 	(t)42.46.2rr C4 Odd 

d;ctry 	41° 	-1/2 	41- 
3.5.1 

5xy (f.) = 



00 

Li 	= 	(ft) x_p(—zu,,TY) eizt 
—tro 

3.5.2 

where 	
C7c  (t) = tZ,A4. 	,c(.0 Ct-a) clk]

00 T 

The inverse of 3.5.2 is 

G,cy CT) = T (f) exp(iTr441) olf xy 
—06 

3.5.3 

and, in particular, dor 	.o 

"Txv  4)4 = 2iTxy(4)0(c = r s,c5  cf-)al 
0 	 0 

 

3.5.4 

From 3.5.1 

Tx,G) = 1- 
0",i6y 

y (x4 . 7(ycql 

so that, 
	

ty = N 4, (n) Ajn) 
	 3.5.5 

Txtry 

where A (n) = a(A) + Zb(II) and A
2
(A) = Q(n) + if(m) 

A
1 
 (n) + A

2
(n) being discrete, N point, Fourier transforms of the 

discretized functions x and y. 

Thus
xy

(A) =2 N 	a(x). (n) + 	(n)) + (ia(n)..f (n) - 1(n). (n) 
cr;Ory 	 3.5. 

In general then, Sxy  is a complex quantity, which may be written as 

Sx' y(f):=F;y(f)4 LQ2cy(4)= (P:ya)-142(44;2xP(ittcyci)) 	3.5.7 
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pxy  and Q
xy 

 are known as the coincident and quadrature spectral density 

functions, respectively. 

and 

Xx,(0 	(P,W-Fo:yco)/( ' s„„ (o. syyco) 
Do) •a.;' (q„,w/P.,(o) 

3.5.8 

Wxy' the coherence between x(t) and y(t) at f, is always Is1 and represents 

the fraction of the total energy, at f, which is contained in the correlated 

parts of x(t) and y(t). Oxy(f) is the phase angle between these parts. 

Figure 8 describes the program, COPHASE, which was written to compute Sxx(f), 

S 
YY 

 (S) and S 
NY
CO.  As indicated by the asterisks, much of the program runs 

parallel with POWSPEC, with segment and frequency averaging being used in 

A 
xy 

the same way. Estimation of the statistical accuracy of S (f) is again 

not straightforward, as it is dependent upon the true coherence, X xy(r) 

((41) and (44)), although the bias errors are as for
xx

Cr), viz: 

I 

lay4 z B:P,;(.0/24. 

1)1e?x,„Cf-)] z 81Qnx.f  (s)/24 
3.5.9 

Thus considerations of resolution constraint are as discussed previously. 

Bendat and Piersol (44) give confidence limits for the 

estimation of the coherence and phase angle. 

An error quantity E, is such that 

sin e, 	{(1-6,4))(0-PI4n4exy(01 
	

3.5.10 

where 'A = 2 B
e
T , the number of degrees of freedom, 



and P=  prob [it1.1LAM 
H(4) I 

xx(4)  

<sinE 	and 19x1(f)— e$ CO) C 

a response function. 
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From 3.5.10 it is clear that the true coherence should be high to give 

accurate estimates of the cross-spectrum, coherence and phase angle. 

For an analysis of a vortex-wake, with 40 segments and no 

frequency averaging, "A = 80. The error measure sin 2. , for a 95 

probability, if the coherence is 0.9 , is given by 

sin F. N 0.0 	t N 5°  

Thus 	 W 	0-09 S 

	

- 251 	 .1c4/  su  cc) 	Sxx 	 S.xx CS) 

writing, 	(.0 = s,,c(f) 0 +4 7 

then 
	$,„f  (c) (1400 1 _ Sxy c-oi < 0.09 isxycol 

ty(i) S„y(f) I 
sxy  

0.09 -f of cS\xy (c)] 

Sx-Y 

L9 is OW and 0( could be as large as 0.2 ,. for a Gaussian 
ISIoaJ 

variable, resolved with 80 degrees of freedom, For most applications in 

this work however, the coherence and phase of well-correlated sinusoids, 

such as vortex shedding frequencies, are required. In these cases oC would 

be negligible, and thus, for coherences greater than 0.9 , the cross 

spectrum should be within 9 % and the phise angle within 5 . 



The coherence being a squared quantity, should have a variability less than 

about 18 % , but it is important to note that any bias error in ,cy(f) 

will be positive, in view of 3.5.9. For reliable estimates then, the 

coherence must be high, ( at 1r NY  (f) = 
0.95 , sinel* 0.06;at 21(  (f) = 0.98, 

xY 
sin f. r., 0.010. 

3.6 Correlations. 

The auto and cross correlation functions, C (I) and c (r) xx 	xY 
have been defined in 3,4 and 3.5. They are, respectively, Fourier transform 

pairs, with T 
xx 

 (f) and T 
xY
(f), and are, therefore, alternative ways of 

describing the same information. On the whole, spectral representations 

have been preferred in the analysis of experimental results, although the 

commonly used and physically understood correlation coefficient C 
xY
(0), 

was always calculated from equation 3.5.4. 

C (t) is an even function, with C (0) necessarily a maximum xx 	 xx 

f value unity, whereas C 
xY 

 (t) is generally not equal to C 
xY
(-T). The 

first maximum ( for 'C increasing) at 't = 15, , is a measure of the phase 

between the two signals, if they are well correlated near sinusoids, T, 
representing the delay necessary to optimise the match between x(t) and 

y(t) , Further maxima indicate the periodicity in the signals, though 

spread of the dominant frequency band, diminishes their amplitude. As the 

Hewlett-Packard correlator provided C (T) immediately at the experimental 
NY 

site, certain estimates of phase angle were made from %, . 
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Chapter 4  Turbulent Vortex Wakes, 

4.1 The Structure of Turbulent Vortex Wakes. 

Before attempting to investigate features of the wakes of 

oscillating bodies, it seemed important to consider, in some detail, the 

general structure of turbulent vortex wakes and to establish the quantities, 

that can be reliably measured. 

Low,  Reynolds number wake experiments, (e.g. (46), Re = 220), 

have shown visually,the transition of a laminar wake to a turbulent state, 

at various downstream positions. At higher Reynolds numbers, when the wake 

is turbulent from a very short distance behind the body, vortex streets 

can still be clearly seen, as, for example, Batchelor (6) shows. Clearly, 

however, the vortices are less well defined and the measurement more 

difficult, due to the random and diffusing nature of the turbulent 

fluctuations. 

Conceptually, it is convenient to regard vortex structures as 

axially symmetric and, indeed, photographs do show roughly circular shapes. 

However, as departures from a circular pattern could have far reaching 

effects, it is necessary to consider the type of distortion that could 

arise, in the wake situation. There is a certain amount of evidence to 

suggest that a likely vortex cloud shape, is an ellipse. Elliptic shapes 

emerge in the calculations of Zabusky and Deem (13), from a finite difference 

solution, describing the evolution of an initially unstable shear flow, 

which represents the boundary layers separating from a flat plate in line 

with the flaw. The effect is best illustrated by the vorticity contours, 

presented in figure 9 , (from(13)). It should be realised, however, that 

the ordinate is approximately, half the, scale of the abscissa, which 
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results in a falsely elongated elliptic appearance. 

The pictures (d) and (f), actually represent ellipses with 

x-axis: y-axis ratios of 1.6 and 1.1 ; respectively. A second point, which 

must be borne in mind, relates to the transformation of the time axis into 

a longitudinal spatial dimension. Zabusky and Deem chose the familiar 

Taylor transformation for a convected frozen pattern, but used the free stream 

value, for the convection velocity. Admittedly, there may have been no 

other, a priori option, but due to the retarding back-flow in the wake, 

the transformation is rather unsatisfactory for the study of the vortices, 

themselves. The actual downstream convection velocity appropriate to 

pictures (d) and (f) is approximately 83 % of the free stream value. The 

effect of the transformation, is to distort the shape of the contours 

drawn in the transform plane. However, the actual distortion depends on 

the quantity concerned and its method of calculation. For the spanwise 

vorticity component, W, in a two-dimensional situation, computed by a 

convective transformation of the time-axis, consider the following: 

Ti  is a transformation, (T1  : xi  = U1t. ), which produces an 

elliptic distribution of vorticity in the Ti  plane. 

i.e. Ca.xt,0= (XI la.)2.-4- COY.  , where (AI= &Loy - 'Dvpx, 

A second transformation, T2  : x2  = U2
t 
, 

defines vorticity 63, by, 

Loixa,0 = away 

- and it remains to determine the shape under T2  , of the elliptic 

distribution of the Ti  plane. 

Let t = (Ut-aNui  , and thus, x2  = x1  (1  E 
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eA)Cxt, = (DU-A — ("V P ) l.t + 6= Dap — Ufboc 	 7  

to first order in e . 

Thus 
	

("3U-2,M = 6C1 (01+ (y/b)1- 	0)41 

(A)  (X2) = (x2/41+0)1  4 b/02.  

(xt/a (id+ Cy/02-  E.((x2laCii-E))24 (3/09/2 

if bWAX4= 	, which can be considered a working assumption. 

In this case 

LJ (x2, 9) ((xliccotor4 Q/b)1)(1- Ei2) 

Thus, the contours of vorticity can still be elliptic, but with eccentricity 

increased by (1 +E). 

In the case of streamline plots, the situation becomes more 

complex, due to the effect of subtracting U1  or U2  , from the total 

longitudinal velocity. This situation is analysed in Appendix 2, and the 

example of the distortion of circular streamlines, by a translation 

velocity, is shown in figure 10. The apparent centre of rotation, is seen 

to move laterally out along the y-axis, from the true position at the 

origin, when judged by the larger radius closed streamlines. This effect 

is similar to that observed in flow visualisation studies, and was, in fact, 

used by Hooker (47), to correct and explain the variability of, certain 

measurements made from photographs. Returning to the vorticity contours 

of (13), and applying a scaling appropriate to the vortex convection 

velocity, produces an eccentricity of 1.3 and 0.9 , for (d) and (f), 

respectively. Perhaps more important than the actual dimensions of the 

axes, is the conclusion that wake vortices are clouds of non-circular shape, 

which rotate and distort as they evolve. 
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These ideas are further supported by the computational 

experiments reported in (14). Here constant density vortex clouds are 

subjected to strain fields imposed by nearby vortices. The resulting 

patterns are ever changing vortex shapes encompassing elliptic and pear-

like geometries. (Note that there is no effect of moving frame of reference 

in these results. The computation is done in the real spatial (x,y) plane 

and no Taylor transformation is required. Secondly, as the vortices are 

marked by point-vortex entities, rather than contours, there is no 

ambiguity of position or shape.) The complexity of interaction between 

strained distorting vortex clouds is further exacerbated by the addition 

of turbulence to the wake, as this is likely to produce a more diffuse 

vorticity distribution and thus an additional shear field. An interesting 

analysis, which is worth relating to the vortex wake situation is due to 

Moore and Saffman (48). They consider the structure of a finite area 

constant density vortex tube in a constant imposed Strain. In the case of 

irrotational strain, which is effectively that of a vortex in the far field 

of other vortices, they show that a steady solution of the inviscid flow 

equations, is an elliptic shape with axis at 450  to the principal axis of 

strain. Their theory was applied to the wake situation as follows. 

Consider a vortex, A, in a finite parallel vortex street, with n cycles, 

i.e. of length 111- . 
A Ty 

....II  

4:) 0 

A is intended to represent a typical vortex in the fully formed early wake. 

The strain field at A depends on the parameter 71 0  but weakly forlA> 10. 

For 10.cycles a principal strain axis makes an angle of 41 deg. with the 
• 

x direction, which indicates the major axis of the resultant elliptic 
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vortex will lie 4 degrees below the x-axis. (For 2 vortices, the trailing 

vortex situation, the elliptic vortices lie along the direction of induced 

motion). The resultant strain rate for the.10 cycle wake, with lateral 

vortex separation equal to 0.281 ,is 0.7211/1Te , where P is the total 
circulation of each member of the street. 

Thus from (48)1  e. = 012 eLb 
Lop 	V.  

( lei the maximum rate of extension,a,b) 

elliptic vortex ) 

( 
( the major and minor axis of the 

For the sharp edged bluff bodies considered in this dissertation, 

approximate values for e, and a typical vortex dimension are 6d and id 
respectively, (d is the body cross flow dimension). 

Thus, if 

I% 0.72. Ole = 0.i2 e 0.02D ) as 	116 
 36 wo  

From (48) 

0. 02 e = e (e- 	(e24.1)(o# 1)3 

which gives two solutions for 
tol 

 <0.15 viz : 	= 1.09 and el = 5.85 . 

From the theory, 81  would be an unstable configuration, whereas an ellipse 

with 1.09 eccentricity could be stable. This approximation suggests that 

the wake strain field is relatively weak and that great departure from 

circular vortices would not be expected. This is in general accord with 

the results of (12),(13) and (14), and with impression from flow 

visualisation photgraphs. One must not forget, however, that the imposed 

strain field is due to other finite area vortices, which themselves are 

distorted. Also, it seems unlikely that a wake vortex would remain at a 

fixed orientation, as even slightly non-circular vorticity distributions, 

in isolation, can rotate as rigid bodies, (Batchelor (6)). In fact, 

Kirchoff showed that an elliptic vortex of uniform density rotates, 
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without change of shape, with an angular velocity, abL4/(a + b)2. In 

section 4.3 , the effect that such a rotation can have on the measurement 

of the vortex convection velocity, is discussed. This feature is also 

relevant to the interpretation of averaged rake profiles; an area which is 

covered in 4.2. 

4.2 Extraction of nearly-periodic elements from the turbulent wake_by 

conditional averaging. 

Having identified vortex clouds as the salient features of 

bluff bodies wakes, it is desirable that an attempt should be made to 

measure their characteristics. Of particular interest are their overall 

strengths and separations in the street configuration. In a turbulent 

wake, an instantaneous realisation of the velocity field is difficult to 

interpret, because of the superposition of the random velocity fluctuations, 

on the basic vortex pattern. An example of the velocity signal from a 

single hot-wire, in the wake, is shown in figure 11(b). To eliminate the 

unwanted turbulence a technique of "conditional phase averaging" has been 

developed. The wake of a flat plate spreads laterally, as shown in 

figure 12. The line delimits the average wake, from the mean velocity 

measurements, but is clearly not very precise, due to the shape of the 

profile at the boundary. In fact the completely turbulence free boundary is 

found to be a little further out. Outside this boundary the velocity field 

is irrotational and the u-velocity fluctuations are recognisably periodic 

(figure 11(a)). These potential fluctuations are induced by the wake 

vortices passing the measuring position and can, therefore, be used to 

sense the phase of the vortex cycle in the wake. The reference phase, 
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or "trigger" position, was chosen to be a maximum in the sensor signal. 

Consider two simultaneously recorded velocity signals, S(t) and W(t), 

measured at positions (a) and (b) in figure'11. S(t) and w(t) are defined 

for the total recording time, T, i.e. fort in [0,T1 . S(t) is analysed 

for maxima, which are found to occur at ti , ti = 1,4 . The tL identify 

a particular phase of the wake vortex cycle and a sample of a cycle centred 

. about 	is w(t) , 	ti-t-t, denoted by Ni(t)3t , where 2t should 

represent a period of vortex shedding. An average segment of W(t) 

representing a cycle, is then produced by ensemble averaging the wake 

velocity signal thus:- 

r 	1 	
= 	[14i (6)] 
	

2.1 
&Wag°. 

By definition, the mean of the random fluctuations at in CR-t,t01C3, 

is zero, and thus, if N is sufficiently large to provide a good statistical 

estimate of the mean, the turbulence is removed and an underlying average 

cycle is produced. (For a Gaussian random variable with standard deviation 

0.3),1, 3600 estimates are required to give + 1 % error on /4, the mean 

value, with 95 probability.In these ensemble averages Nr.* 4000). Such 

an average *velocity is shown in figure 11 (c). Since the period of 

vortex shedding is not exactly the same, on each occasion, the interval 2t 

is variable within a small percentage. This variation is indicated by the 

spread in the peak of the spectrum in figure 1. To add definition to the 

end of the cycle the 2'( interval is extended to approximately two cycles, 

a new 1: being_defined for every segment by :- 

Tr. 

Thus figure 11(c) is about two cycles in length with an effective repetition 
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of the appropriate half-cycle on either side of the central segment. Note 

that this process is not the same as periodic sampling, as it takes into 

account the variations in the vortex period. Neither could the average be 

obtained by band pass filtering about the shedding frequency, as, apart 

from the problem of filter cut-off characteristics, it would exclude the 

double harmonics in longitudinal velocity near the wake centre and also include 

the part of the turbulent spectrum in that frequency band. An average, 

of course, only makes any sense in this context, if individual variations 

from the mean are not too great. This fact is also important in preserving 

the sensor-wake phase relation, since unusually large vortices would 

modify the position of the sensor maxima, in adjacent cycles. The final 

average is an arithmetic mean of the velocity field, and is therefore, 

an arithmetic averaging of vortex strength, but an harmonic mean of vortex 

position, (VoL27(1' ). In view of the discussion in 4.1 , it is realised 

that this ensemble averaging, may well remove non-steady features of 

individual vortices. It is probable that vortices will be shed, and develop, 

slightly differently, and that their distorted shapes, will have a random 

orientation, on passing the measuring position. The averaging will then 

have the effect of smoothing out the specific details of the distortion, 

and thus present a more uniform symmetric cloud. 

w(t) can be a u or v velocity signal and by traversing the 

hot-wire through the wake, at the same downstream position, the whole 

average wake pattern, in that region can be realised. The measured velocity 

field is strictly the (u,v) distribution in the (y, t) plane, at some x. 

Homever, on the assumption of a convected vortex pattern, with velocity 

11,, the time.  axis can be related to the x-space dimension by x =(1,4t 

In this way an estimate of the vorticity distribution, Wx,y) =bttThy4v/Ox 

and the stream function, '(x,y) = To + Pkiy - at) , (4 was defined as 
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zero on a free stream streamline), in one vortex cycle can be obtained. 

The procedures for this analysis are outlined in figure 13. 

The method of determining  the convection velocity, at, , is 
dealt with in the next section (4.3). An interesting  example of a resulting  

velocity profile is shown in figure 14. The figure relates to a flat plate 

wake six widths downstream and shows the it-velocity distribution through 

a vortex centre, along  a y-axis parallel. For reference purposes, the 

overall symmetric time-mean is shown. With prior knowledge of (.t, the 

lateral position of the vortex centre can be found, by identifying  the Lc_ 

value on the profile. (The longitudinal separation is readily available 

from t= (4/14 ). In this example bfit = 0.25 , as a result of 	= 1.4 

U4,= 0.79(10, S = 0,143 and 46( = 5.6 . To illustrate the resemblence 
of the conditionally averaged profile to an expected vortex profile, two 

theoretical curves are also presented. These were computed for the case of 

a circular "viscous" vortex, in an infinite parallel point-vortex street, 

with superimposed uniform stream. The viscous vortex profile is that due 

to the diffusing  line vortex, mentioned earlier, viz., 

Lie  = 11  ( I _,,z.„cp 	 4.2.2 
zinc 

where V is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. 

Equation 4.2.2 gives zero velocity at the origin and, for a given time t 

a maximum velocity at r= R where R2 = 1.26 (4-Vt ). With a particular 

value of R, equation 4.2.2 is suitable for describing  the main features 

of a street vortex, although, clearly, the associated "life time", 6 
has no meaning  due to the inappropriate description of the formation 

mechanics. In actual fact, turbulent wake vortices need rather more 

careful consideration, but this will be deferred until Chapter 6. 
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A symmetric model of an individual vortex, induces no 

translation effect on itself, and the relative upstream movement of the 

street is produced by the opposite row, as in Von Kaman's analysis of a 

point vortex street. The vortex strength, therefore follows from the 

measured convection velocity, ko and in this case, is necessarily, 

11)(110i = 3.5. Figure 14 shows the resultant profiles for 11/(404.= 3.5 , 

= 1.0 and 1.5 . Both theoretical curves differ from the measured 
profile, which underlines the need for the more detailed discussion of 

Chapter 6. 

4.3 The convection of vortices within the wake. 

The clouds of vorticity, that are formed in the wakes of 

bluff bodies, move with the fluid, with the velocity that is induced at 

any location by the remainder of the vorticity field. A simplifying 

notion, that is reasonably consistent with experimental observation, is 

one of individual clouds of vorticity being convected downstream at an 

invariant speed, with regard to downstream position: their geometrical 

arrangement being two streamwise rows of staggered opposing vortices. 

The counter-rotating rows induce a back-flow towards the body, 

along the centre of the wake, which opposes the natural convection due 

to the basic free stream flow. For an infinite antisyinnetric street of 

point vortices, Von Karman showed that each member of one row is retarded 

by the other row, by a velocity, (11  = riii tanhOlbt0 . Thus, it is 
usually assumed that a downstream convection speed, (16, exists and has 

a value, near (10- (14). An obvious method of determining C4, is to 

measure the time taken for the vortex induced irrotational pattern, to 
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travel a known distance. This is easily done by placing two hot-mires 

outside the wake, separated only in the downstream, (x), direction. The 

convection time,C11  can be measured, either as the time-lag to the first 

maximum value of the cross-correlation function C 	(t) of the U-velocities, 
xI XI 

or from the phase angle,e, , between the two signals at the centre of the 

shedding frequency bands  ( CI  = 4/21Tf). 

To localise the measurement and also to obtain high coherence 

values between the signals, it has seemed sensible to reduce the separation, 

(x2 - x
1), as much as is consistent with its accurate measurement. This 

was done at first in this work and was also the method of Simmons (49). 

The spectral method of determining the phase angle and convection velocity, 

allows the measurement to be made at any point in the turbulent wake, or 

outside in the potential regime. It was found, however, that consistent 

measurements were not forthcoming, when lateral traverse were made, 

(separation, x2  - x1  :4,-* 0.5d). This was also found by Simmons and is 

mentioned by Bloor and Gerrard (so). Figure 15 shows some such measurements 

of convection velocity, made six base heights behind a flat plate in a 

uniform stream. Although a certain amount of scatter is present between 

the different measurements, a trend away from uniformity is fairly apparent. 

This makes the estimation of the true translation motion a matter for 

conjecture. It is by no means obvious, whether the large y/d measurements 

reflect a better overall view of the convection, removed as they are, from 

the local effects of the distorted vortices, or whether a more accurate 

measure is obtained in the wake, near the primary vorticity concentrations, 

themselves. To investigate this aspect further,- it was interesting to 

speculate on the effects of the translation of distorting vortices as 

discusaed in 4.1. 

Consider, first, the extreme simplification of departure from 
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radial symmetry of a wake vortex, by the situation of a single point vortex 

rotating about an origin, 0, which itself translates past two reference 

positions, x1  and x2. 
X, 1(1  • • 

In a complex representation, the position of the vortex at any time t , is 

ED  = (at + rsIA 	is cos e 	 4.30 

and the complex potential at any point, z = (x,y), is 

LOW = 1-1-1  to3 Ce -1.1) 
	 4.3.2 

Zn 

From 4.3.2 , the induced velocity in the translational direction is 

vx  = P y- T COS e)/[(X- 	rS ion Oa+ 	rcos 013 	 4.3.3 
Zn 

If the translation time between x
1 

and x
2 
is estimated by the phase shift 

in the vx function, errors may occur. A measure of this shift may be 

obtained from the maxima.of vx 
 at X1  and Xt . Maxima occur at times which 

are the solutions of 4.3.4, which is obtained by differentiating 4.3.3. 

2 (y-itos e) Gee (sseAe-xtosai- 40:513)- taX- 0.6-rS eft e-rSi■tteif.)&(-u_t-rStil 8)2+ G-rez,s4=0 

4.34 

Consider X1  = (0,y) and X2  = (x,y), where x is small. 

Let ed =0°and consider 8E small. Substituting for cose and sine in 
L:0 
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4..3.4 gives 

20-1"){reCVet-x+ta)-Lcbc-ttt-re0]-Te2k1(x-cte-Yee4-0--09= 0 	4.3.5 

and 

t-12(y-f)( r et+ use + 0)— x2  re- Cy-01145 Zx (u+ re) retie 
—y e(ct.4. re)tt,3  - 2 (y-1) 64-tre)x = 

For x=0,e=0„ 

As an example of the shift at some small x , consider X2  = (0.4,2.0), 

= 1, U.= 1 and Ye/GL = 0.3 . The latter value being  typical of the angular 

rotation at the core radius of a typical street vortex. 

4.3.6 gives 3.4561 = 1.01. + 0.152t/ - 0.094t1  

to which t = 0.3 is a solution. The convection velocity associated with 

this time interval is 1.33. For other initial orientations, the rotation 

also affects the apparent translation. The following  were easily obtained 

from 3.4 

For X1  = 	X2  = (0.4f,2r)s fek= 0.3 

19. = 0 , 	(/Lt = 1  .33 
9, = TV2 	Udik = 1.14 

8, = 	, &jL = 0.51 

80  = 3714 	(kilt = 1.21 

The suggestion is then, that lumps of vorticity, carried around the 

periphery of a basically circular vortex, would have the effect of 

modifying  the estimate of translation speed. For measuring  positions 

towards the outer edge of the wake the strongest influences would obviously 

be due to vorticity blobs in -71/2 <9< Tyz. , especially as such blobs in 

11f <6 371/2, would be closer to opposing  vorticity from the other side 
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of the wake. It also seems likely that the vorticity near the wake centre, 

would be more diffuse due to the more intense turbulence and shear fields 

and thus such blobs may be "washed out", The intuitive notion presented 

here is depicted in the development of the secondary vorticity blobs shown 

in figure 9. The existence of these on the outer edge of the wake vortices 
is further supported by later results (figure 36), which shows more 

vorticity, in the mean, at some distance outside the primary vortex centre, 

than at the same distance towards the wake centre-line. Pressing this type 

of model approach one stage further, consider next an elliptic rotating 

vortex translating with constant velocity past two measuring points. 

Once again it is intended to measure the apparent convection velocity, 

from the shift in the maximum of the induced velocity component in the 

translation direction. 

Define a 'velocity field, qh.= Ty 	0-42.g.p(-01/4.14 	4.3.7 21114  

_tz , a , a where r = kax) + (by)2  and q: is tangential to curves of constant OVr. 

For large rt  , contours of constant cii, are given by 

a
2
x
2 
 + b

2
y
2 
= constant = c

2 

i.e. NOT + (41= 	4.3.8 

The contours are ellipses with semi-axes, C/a. and. bin- 

Similarly for small T',y 
	vry. 
= 	(1  - + 	-114/04vt)% 

q/7" 2:1  11 1.,Y2 
2 TI4 

i.e. Constant 01 along lines of constant r . 
The corresponding vorticity distribution, for axes of sylauetry along the . 

x and y axis is given by : 
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citr(e.+0 - 114,(afrx466:?) _ 	..,.. 	(4(2/4  „E) 
f'2  41NEyi 

where 
oCa (ckitx.2-4.bifIt)/2. 

oC 	 d3  

40.9 

For a = b i.e. for a circular vortex 4.3.9 reduces effectively to 

Lo=  7*474)00(...'et/400, which is the well known solution to the 

symmetric diffusing line vortex. 
Let (x,y) be axes fixed in space, and 	,1l) be axes fixed along the 

ellipse axes. 

Thus 	(VT  (X) 9) Vb, (( - 

where r'2= (Ce+ (:1)1  

If the ellipse rotates with constant angular velocity 61 and is simultaneously 

translating along the x-direction with velocity Ull  then at time t the 

following relations apply. 

      

0 
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sin 4) 

=I cos (1) 
Zz = (y2+ be-ale)111-  

= Trft e- to.4■1 (yi(x-ut o 
e = Ot+eo  

4., 3.1 0 

Now 11.(x,y) = V cos e + v sin 
V(x,y) = Vi  cos — Vt  sin 9 

Defining  tan fit = 4/1171 

= 	cit, cos 	and lit  = -. Ci/T  sin A 

thus 	k (x,y) = -Cfirsin 

\ 
V ( CIY) = 	%COS 

where 	= tan-'Ebtifill) , 6 = 9t4e. 

qir  = %(1-txg-T1Y4v) , 1-1  = (cee(051;(+ b2e-sc..2A)Vt 
	

4,3,11 

= 	+ (x - 	, tan A = 

= 	+ eo 	tans (y/(x -Lt,e)) 

The induced velocity fields at various y positions were 

computed from 4.3.11 , for two measuring  stations, a third of a mean - 

vortex radius, Pto  , apart. (Po  = 1.26 (4.Vt ) = a27.4- 611: ) • 

From the previous arguments, the orientation considered was such that 0= 0 

at the first position. A resultant convection velocity curve is shown in 
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figure 15, where a nominal translation velocity of 0.8 was chosen. A 

similarity of shape between the computed and measured curves is noted. The 

theoretical situation is not, of course, intended to model any detail of 

the wake itself, but merely to suggest that a contributory cause to the 

problems of measuring convection velocity, may well be the influence of 

the rotation and distortion of the vortex clouds as they move along. 

Clearly, the models can have no value at large y, where, in the real wake 

situation, neighbouring and opposite street vortices become important. 

The case of large longitudinal separation is of interest, however. Consider 

again equation 4.3.4 , this time from the standpoint of large x . 

Rewriting 4.3.4 , 

2. (yjx — 'nos ei,c) kce (y/xs4t9 taS tee cosebc ) - yx (I _ Ltyx,_ y/x s,;16 )] 

Yixstfte [0- uebc.- Y/x.s&A01+ Cy/5c- r&c.as ey] = 0 	 4.3.12 

Define a small parameter E, such thatNandWare 0(). 

Also t= to+ t; 	, such that ut,, is 0 (f) and CLC, is 0 (s) . 
443.12 has no terms of CM) , the lowest order being 0(E) . 

0 (E.) equat ion;  2. (9",c- r/xtos e)(- ufx. - utp(x)) *V4te 6(1-  ct-tclzi= 0 

A solution is - U.Yz= 0  , i.e. t =x/Lt 
The 0 ( 	equation yields, 

= (v- y4,056) 	(vfeosS) 
)66 	xsirt9 OW 

which can, necessarily, be made as small as required, for sufficiently 

large x . In the limiting case of x-}co , the measured convection 

velocity tends to its correct value irrespective of the rotation. This is 
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demonstrated in figure 15 for the elliptic vortex model and a separation 

of four thousand radii. This result is not, of course, unexpected as the 

technique of measuring convection velocity, experimentally, by large 

separation has been used successfUlly in the past (e.g. Beaman (8)). 

Such a measurement is necessarily less localised, but is perfectly 

adequate for the purposes of many experiments, which are concerned with the 

middle distance fully developed wake. Figure 16 is a plot of apparent 

convection velocity at y/d = 2,5 , for various longitudinal spacings. 

The average convection velocity is taken to be that limit to which the 

curve appears to approach for the largest separations. These measurements 

were obtained from the cross-correlation function, as described earlier, 

as the use of the Hewlett-Packard correlator provided immediate results. 

The front wire was fixed at x/d = 1.4 , initially and supported vertically, 

from above; the movable wire was horizontally mounted and positioned slightly 

below the front wire, in the same spanwise plane. Because of the nature of 

the front wire support, it was not possible to measure the convection 

velocity at different transverse positions. The resulting space averaged 

convection speed is WU* 	0.8 , a value not readily inferred from 

figure 15. It is, therefore, agreed with Simmons (00) and (51), that 

localised phase measurements are unreliable as estimates of vortex transport 

phenomena, except at certain poorly defined transverse positions. 

So far, in attempting to explain this unreliability in terms 

of distorted vortex clouds, analysis has been based on the shift in the 

full velocity signal. It does seem likely, though it is by no means 

obvious, that the modification to the waveform induced by the vorticity 

distribution, will comprise a component at the fundamental vortex shedding 

frequency, in addition to those at higher harmonics. To test the model's 

"measurement" of phase angle at the shedding frequency, requires the 
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introduction of periodicity so that the Fourier analysis may be performed. 

This was done by replacing a point vortex in an infinite parallel potential 

street, (as in Chapter 6), with the rotating elliptic vortex, defined by 

equations 4.3.7 and 4.3.9 . Considering the insertion to take place at 

(x,y) = (0 ,b/2), then the resulting expression for streamwise velocity, 

IL, is 

LL RQ, [2 .--1,[iicce-g,(„i.b)- a.  coeTr(E_t_ 1.12) —  
2. 	2 

st'sk(i6-1-19)i 
4..3.13 

The second term in 4.3.13 is that of 4.3.11. 

2 is the complex coordinate relative to the street origin, which 

convects downstream past two measuring stations. t.is the street wavelength, 

which is fixed. The velocity waveforms for the period containing the 

rotating vortex are repeated identically, which permits Fourier decomposition 

and calculation of the phase angle between the measuring stations, through 

the cross-spectrum function. The results of such an analysis are shown in 

figure 16 , for two street geometries, b/e = 0.17 and 0.22 The true 

translation velocity is again 0.8 to correspond with the experimental 

value. Clearly this idealised model does produce certain qualitative 

similarities to the experimental situation, confirming the earlier 

promise of the distorting phenomenon as an explanation of the observed 

phase velocities. As remarked previously, the theory is not valid for 

large y/d , due to the lack of modelling of the adjacent vortices and-

extent of the street. Finally, to confirm the sensible behaviour of the 

model, figure 17 shows the effects of eccentricity, separation length and 

rotation. 17 (a) and (b) show expected trends, but that of 17 (c) is less 
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well understood. This feature has not been further examined, however, as 

the sole purpose of the model is to illustrate the possibility of effects 

due to rotation and distortiontratherthan to describe fully the true 

complex vortex wake situation. 

In view of the forgoing attempt to explain phase velocity 

variation, it is worth considering more closely, the earlier alternative 

suggestion of bound vorticity influences, proposed by Simmons (51). 

Consider a two-dimensional vortex shedding bluff body, in an 

unbounded fluid, which is everywhere at rest. 

A 
.1.•••■•. ••••••■ 	 •■■■ 	 ■••■•• ■•••■■■ 	 ■■••■• ■•■•■ ro. ••■•• ••■•■• 
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1 

A closed contour, ABCD is chosen to include the bluff body. The contour 

joins material fluid elements and consequently moves with the fluid. 

The fluid is started from rest, to move along the x-direction, in such 

a way that a steady state of uniform streaming motion at infinity is set 

up. The contours may be chosen in such a way that none of its fluid 

elements will move into an area, where viscous forces are important. This 

being so, Kelvin's theorem states that the circulation around ABCD , being 

initially zero, will remain so. At some time, t , the wake of the body 

will have developed into a form, diagramatically represented below, and 

the contour will have been convected in the x-direction. 
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It is now possible to deduce, something of the circulation strengths 

within the contour, from the fact that their total is zero. 

The wake is predominately characterised by staggered, 

alternating, equal strength vortices. Suppose the first shed vortex, o  , 

were a full strength street vortex, i.e. 11 =Ts  4, During the developement 

of this vortex, a circulation opposing it, must be set up on the body, to 

make a null net circulation. Thus 71, should grow to some value -115mm  s 
where Tg 	= 	Tr  is the net circulation, existing in the 

formation region, when 11 becomes fully grown. The maximum likely value 

of
1400( 	

occurs if T=  is zero. After the shedding of To  , a second 

vortex, of opposite sign, will develop and consequently, the body 

circulation will alterto accommodate the changing situation. At attainment 

of strength -TS, the wake would have a total circulation of zerokl-ax,..1-Tr) 

since the shedding process will similarly leave a net near wake circulation, 

. Hence the body circulation would be reduced to zero. Thus, 

dependent on the initial starting preference, the body circulation would 

oscillate between 1100(  and zero or -11 and zero. This clearly opposes 

the experimental evidence of the vortex shedding process being wholly 

symmetric, which requires 	to fluctuate between i sm  , say. Allow,  

therefore, T, to represent the net circulation produced in the starting- 
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up of the flay, i.e. before the steady state production of alternating 

vortices of strength frs. 

Consider the end of a shedding cycle, at some arbitrary 

time. If 14  is positive, the first full vortex should be negative and thus 

+Ts  completes a cycle. As complete cycles have zero circulation, Kelvin's 

theorem is satisfied by 

1 —To —Tr 	crir  J. imagined to oppose Ts  , but this 

is not assumed in the analysis 

At the end of a half cycle, Ts  = 1.10 + 	, but the wake now has net 

circulation —11s 	, thus 

Ism  + — Ts  — Tr  

but TBm  = To 	-r I  , which implies that 

2 (r„ - Tx) = Ts  
= /2 

and To = s(2 

At all times, therefore, the wake may be regarded as consisting 

of a street of staggered opposite signed vortices, each Ts  having a 

partner —Ts  , together with a "starting" circulation downstream, of valuello  

and a "formation" region, including the body, with circulation —To  , where 

111,1= hi 	. In the first half of a shedding cycle, for To  positive, the 

"formation" circulation is distributed as below. 



where 	(0 4- Ts 	—T. — T (k) 

Cr, +11', 	= 	— To) 
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11  is negative, therefore, the value 
of (T1 +116 ) increases from-Ts/2 to 11/2 during the half cycle. The 

"interior" circulation Ili  has values trtat the end of each half cycle, 
thus Tis  increases from (- 7 /2 -r1r) to (P5  /2 +11*). As stated previously, 
114  is likely to be circulation opposing the developed vortex, and is, 

therefore, negative in the above description. It is thought unlikely 

from these arguments, that the body circulation will oscillate with 

amplitude greater than half the strength of a vortex in the final street, 

and it can be seen from the expression for 	that that its actual value 

will depend on the developement of PI  , i.e. on the exact details of 
vortex roll-up and vorticity cancellation. 

In the second half of the cycle, the "formation" region has 

to be defined to include the folloing circulations, 

	

Nov (Ts -00 = 	—1(0 1:-Ps 

	

(Ps  t Tr) = 	(E) 

71  grows to f T and Ts  reduces from (11/2 +1) back to (-115/2 - P* ). 
In view of these remarks, it would not appear reasonable, to treat the 

wake as an infinite street, with a single alternating bound vortex of 

strength equivalent to the circulation of a vortex in the street, A 

fluctuating street-origin effect, is not ruled out, as it is difficult 

to assess the net effect of changing the distribution of the (rs/2 ) 
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circulation, within the formation region. However, the amplitude of such 

fluctuations is beleived to be much smaller than that considered by 

Simmons (50) : the fluctuating effect of an alternating circulation at a 

distance of 50t, is ten times that of half-sized steady vortex moved 

through ± Id . 

In the far field, then, it appears that the formation circulation 

would appear as a steady point vortex of magnitude equal to half that of a 

street vortex. Such a steady influence could not affect the phase difference 

at the shedding frequency. It is not possible to be conclusive about the 

causes of modification of phase difference, but it is interesting to note, 

that the downstream convection values, at different lateral positions, 

shown by Simmons (50), figure 7 , show little sign of tending to the same 

limit, which should be the case if the bound vortex were responsible. 

The fact that the vortex street is finite does, of course, 

have an effect on the near wake measurements. For a doubly infinite street 

the maximum induced velocity occurs immediately "above" each vortex as the 

effects of those on either side cancel identically. A shift in the time 

of the maximum longitudinal velocity, is therefore, to be expected if the 

street vortices are not all the same size, or if the street is finite. 

This effect is clearly dependent on the distance from the street. A simple 

example described below was computed to illustrate the shift. 

y 

---(6  4  0 	X. 
< 	 > 
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The diagram represents a semi-infinite street of point vortices of equal 

magnitude, their-longitudinal and lateral separations beings and b 

respectively. Figure 17 displays the phase shift of the maximum x-direction 

velocity, with transverse position, y , at x = 2 , and x = 3e, , i.e. 

above the second and third vortices. Ten cycles were found to be more than 

adequate in simulating the downstream effects, as the two check points 

indicate. The phase shift is spatially upstream, that is maxima at a 

given point are displaced to later time. This shift phenomena is confirmed 

by the conditional sampling measurements presented later (Chapter 5). 

Such a phase shift could effect the large separation convection velocity 

measurements, as the downstream measuring position is appreciably further 

from the begining of the street. Using figure 17 for a rough order of 

magnitude estimate of the error, suggests that for a typical transverse 

position, y = 	0.5(!) and a separation of 6d 	, the apparent 

convection velocity would be too large by about 2 % . Further increase in 

the separation would reduce the error, but it is not felt that this is 

serious in view of the meaning of the average quantity that is being 

estimated. 
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Chapter 5 Results of experiments on oscillating bodies. 

5.1 Preliminary measurements. 

The three sharp edged bluff body models used in these 

experiments, have been described in detail in Chapter 2. The original 

intention was to investigate the body-wake synchronising phenomenon by 

means of the oscillating flat plate. However, it transpired that this 

simple model produced a very complicated fluid-body interaction, which did 

not result in exact synchronisation. For reasons of presentation then, the 

flat plate results are deferred until 5.3 . Consequently, certain aspects, 
which were not investigated for the other models, are covered there, 

although chronologically they were considered first. 

It has been mentioned that the end plates, which were carried 

by the oscillating bodies, needed to be light and reasonably well balanced. 

Within this constraint, the designs were somewhat arbitrary, as it remains 

difficult to predict their effectiveness in removing wall boundary-layer 

effects, especially in the case of sharp-edged bodies. A measure of the 

two-dimensionality of the flow over the models is given in figure 20, 

which shows the distribution of base pressure along the span at typical 

test Reynolds' numbers. The flat plate and D-shape cylinder are reasonably 

two-dimensional, but clearly the high-suction triangular section body is 

much more sensitive to spanwise disturbances, which will tend to breakdown 

the organised two-dimensional roll-up of the separating shear layers. It 

. was expected, of course, that oscillating such sharp-edged bodies would 

impose a high degree of spanwise correlation and produce an increase in 

the two7dimensionality of the situation. Unfortunately the experimental 
• 

set-up did not permit the simultaneous measurement of base pressure at 

c. 
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variousspanwisepositions.hitheregionainterestarounda-lit ; 

the wake characteristics are likely to be very dependent on ttiv  andso 

sensitive to the precise setting of wind tunnel speed and oscillation 

frequency. This fact is borne out by the scatter of the base pressure 

values for the oscillating triangular cylinder, shown in figure 20. The 

points do, however, suggest a much more uniform distribution of pressure. 

Apart from the flat plate at the lowest Reynolds numbers, 

figures 21 and 22 show the relative insensitivity of the vortex shedding 

to the Reynolds number, in the range• x 103 to 4 x 104. The flat plate's 

lower Reynolds number trend was unexpected, but may be regarded as 

indicative of the rather complicated wake structure that this shape can 

produce. For the conditions pertaining to the oscillating body experiments, 

table 1 summaries the wake characteristics shown in figures 21 and 22. 

5.2 Results for D -shape cylinder. 

As the main aim of the experiments, was to learn something of 

the changed flow structure in the wake, when the body was oscillating, a 

large value for the body displacement was desirable to maximise the effects 

to be observed. A total lateral displacement, aid, of 0.4 was used, as this 

was compatible with a reasonable oscillation frequency of around 15 to 20 hz. 

A range of shedding frequencies fs, for a fixed oscillation frequency, fn, 

was obtained by increasing the tunnel velocity, (Iv. Figure 23 shows the 

effect on shedding frequency and base pressure of increasing the free stream 

velocity through the "resonant" velocity, Ur(= VS). The base pressure 

is always more negative than for the stationary cylinder, and rises to a 

sharp peak suction, which is more than 80.% higher than the stationary 

value, at a velocity some 6 % greater than U4. For greater velocities, 
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the oscillating situation tends to quasi-steady and the base pressure 

shows the expected trend towards the stationary value. The shedding 

frequency values were obtained from the CC =velocity spectra in figures 

21g. and 25 . 24.(a) and 21f(b) show a stationary body velocity spectrum and 

the body displacement spectrum, respectively. The progressive changes in 

the wake fluctuations as Uxincreases from 3.6 to 10.93 , are presented 

in 24(c) - 24(h) and 25(a) - 25(f). The large sharp peak in 24(c) is 

identified as the vortex shedding frequency, and it is noted that a 

considerable concentration of energy exists at a lower frequency. The 

energy distribution is clearer in 24(d). A shedding peak still exists 

at S = 0.13 , but there is also evidence of velocity fluctuations at the 

body frequency, and additionally the lower frequency energy is clearly 

concentrated at the difference between the shedding and body oscillation 

frequencies. This difference peak, which is produced by the non-linear 

interaction of the body oscillation with the basic wake instability, is 

discussed later in the context of the flat plate experiments. With 

increasing velocity the "shedding" moves up the frequency range, as shown 

in figure 23 , but its power spectral density gradually diminishes as the 

body frequency energy grows, At U.near uc  , figure 255(a) and (b), the 
wake fluctuations are almost solely at the body frequency, and are held 

there for a range of increasing speed. Ultimately, the "shedding" peak 

re-emerges and with it the fluctuations at the difference frequency. The 

estimation of a value for the shedding frequency, is clearly somewhat 

complicated in the regions on either side of synchronisation, bearing 

in mind the nature of the energy spectrum, which is an average in time. 

An alternative set of frequency values is plotted in figure 23 , being 

derived from a count of peaks from the hot wire trace recorded on an 

x y plotter. The two methods establish a synchronised region from 
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0.96Ufto 1.10(4. The changing distribution of energy, evident in.the 

spectra of figures 24. and 25 , is further demonstrated in figure 26, 

where the Strouhal frequency refers to the spectral peak, which increases 

almost linearly with 	and which represents the vortex shedding frequency 

away from synchronisation. In attempting to compare the stationary and 

synchronised oscillating states, the first point to note is the lack of 

constancy of the wake structure during synchronisation, as evidenced by 

the base pressure and fluctuating velocity variations. There are unlikely, 

therefore, to be physical quantities which are typical of this situation, 

although their trends are well defined. Comparisons of wake features were 

made eight body widths downstream, where the vortex street pattern was 

expected to be fully developed. In figure 27 , the time-mean Uevelocity 

distributions across the wake are drawn for a stationary body situation 

and a synchronised oscillation at(In= 8.18. For consistency, the velocities 

have been modified by a blockage correction (Chapter 3), using the same 

body width in each case, although this is unlikely to be truely appropriate 

to the oscillating body. Nevertheless, the evidence of figure 25 is 

conclusive in demonstrating an increased wake momentum defect, when the 

wake oscillations are locked to the body movement. This increase in the 

drag force is in line with the high base suction (Cfb  = - 2.56 ) shown in 

figure 23. It is interesting to note that the wake width, as determined 

from figure 27, is no wider in the synchronised oscillating condition, 

than it is when the body is at rest. Under the same conditions (aid = 0.4. , 

11,1 = 8.18 , Ch. = 2.56) the turbulence intensity in the wake (figure 28) 

is little different from that of the body at rest,. although there are 

indications from the centre line value that the vorticity might be more 

concentrated and be producing less random fluctuations between the 

concentrations. 
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Following the arguments of Chapter 4 , the convection velocities 

were measured by two hot wires with considerable streanwise separations. 

The results, (figure 29), as expected,  from the mean velocity profiles, 

show much greater wake retardation under the locked conditions, the 

average convection velocity being reduced from around 0.8 to about 0.7 

of the free stream velocity. In view of the different variation of the 

apparent convection velocity at the smaller separations, for the oscillating 

D-shape cylinder compared with both a stationary D-shape and flat plate 

(figure 16), a small separation wake traverse was undertaken. Figure 30 

shows no quantitative difference between the two cases; the phenomenon 

producing the variation with wake position, tentatively associated with 

vortex rotation in Chapter 4 , remaining. Once again, the difficulty of 

estimating an overall convection speed from a variation such as that in 

figure 30 , is underlined. 

To understand, further, the reasons forthe differences in 

mean profiles and convection velocities, a comparison of the wakes was 

made by the conditional averaging technique described in 4.2. This was 

possible for the oscillating body, only when the wake was synchronised 

and the velocity fluctuations were concentrated at a single predominant 

frequency. Figures 31 - 34 show approximately two cycles of the averaged 

U. and V signals through the wake, for stationary and oscillating cylinder 

cases. The sensor signal was obtained from a single hot-wire, 6d out from 

the wake centre line. The trigger phase position was located at time 

unit 100 in the figures. The U.-velocity traces show the growth and 

decay of the fundamental shedding frequency and accompanying emergence of 

the second harmonic as the wake centre line is approached. The V signals, 

by contrast, are all at the fundamental frequency, their amplitude 

increasing towards the wake centre. A feature of the U traces, in both 
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stationary and oscillating body conditions, is the phase shift of the 

maxima, especially in relation to the sensor maximum, at (x0) = (8.0, 

6.0). This drift can be compared with the theoretical predictions of 

figure 19 , when the vortex centres have been identified. From the velocity 

fields described in figures 31 - 34 , composite pictures of streamline 

and vorticity contours, figures 35 and 36 , have been built up. Note that 

the streamwise spatial dimension, obtained from a Taylor transformation, 

increases from right to left, and this consequently is the effective.free 

stream direction. The wake of the stationary body is seen to have much 

more circular streamlines, than does that of the oscillating body. It 

must be remembered, however, that the contours are time averaged, and in 

view of the remarks of Chapter 4, the possibility of figure 25 representing 

the mean of vortices which are non-circular and of random orientation, must 

be considered. By contrast, the streamlines of the synchronised wake 

suggest the possibility of rather more elliptic vortex shapes. In figure 

36 (a) the oscillation in the streamlines on the lower edge of the wake, 

is probably due to accumulated numerical error in the integration across 

the wake. Like symbols in figures 35 (b),(c) and 36 (b),(c) represent 

points of equal vorticity. It should be appreciated that such computations, 

which require .h1,4y , need a very fine mesh of measuring positions to 

be very accurate. A general impression of the wake characteristics is 

available from figures 35 and 36, but rather less general plots are 

necessary to quantify the details. The vortex centres in figure 35 are 

identified as being located at approximately t 0.6d. Figure 37 shows the 

distribution of vorticity through these centres. The resulting longitudinal 

displacement of the vortex centres is around 6.05d, which is close to the 

value Of 6.15d obtained from the shedding period and the convection 

velocity. Figure 37 also locates the centre of the upper vortex at 
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approximately 4.35d into the averaged segment. It is now possible to 

draw.out the variation of vorticity (figure 38) and averaged velocity 

(figure 41) across the wake, through a vortex centre. Figure 38 confirms 

the centre to be near y/d = 0.6 and figure 41 establishes the value at 

about 0.63 , by matching  with the convection velocity. 

Similarly, for the oscillating  body, figure 39 yields a value 

of 5.95d for the longitudinal spacing;  a value which agrees with that 

calculated from e = LCA. The slightly wider lateral spacing  of the 

vortices is substantiated in figure 40 and quantified as b/d = 1.5, from 

the convection velocity matching  in figure 41. The phase shift from vortex 

centre to sensor position for the stationary and oscillating  situations 

become, respectively, 0.271  and 0.267rat y/..e = 0.89 ; values which make 

figure 19 look reasonable. Although the vorticity density at the vortex 

centre is only some 3 % greater, when the shedding  is synchronised by the 

body (figures 38 and 40), the integrated effect on the velocity profile 

(figures 27 and 41) is pronounced. To measure the total strengths of the 

shed vortices in both cases, the circulation integral,fLcas , was 

calculated around a curve, which enclosed a vortex and passed through 

points of zero vorticity. The results shown in table 2, indicate a 35 % 

increase in circulation attributable to a vortex in the synchronised wake, 

compared to one shed by a stationary cylinder. For comparison with other 

measurements this remaining  vorticity has been expressed as a fraction of 

the total vorticity shed. A measure of the amount of circulation produced 

at each separation point is djlikE = 1 (4(E), where tkis the velocity at 

the edge of the boundary layer at the separation point. 06  is approximated 

by late  , where le = 	Cpb), a result which has been empirically 

verified, by, amongst others, Simmons (49), and (A given by ILLOotteSiv.cat . 

The total circulation generated in a period of shedding  is thus, 
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and 0(, the fractional circulation remaining is given by, 

X= 25  Clifil°4(4asurut 	Ci9e) 
The above is a convenient measure of a quantity associated with vorticity 

production, but must be carefully interpreted, especially when the body 

is in movement. A further discussion of this aspect is given in Chapter 7. 

Figures 42 and 4.3 show a breakdown of the main elements in the 

energy distribution across the wake. They are derived from the conditionally 

averaged velocities, and should therefore represent only the energy in the 

organised, vortex generated, first and second harmonic fluctuations. The 

detailed features of these curves and also the profiles in figures 38, 39 

and 41, will be examined further in Chapter 6. 

A final set of results, extracted from the conditionally 

sampled wake is presented in figure 44. Figure 44, highlights the different 

characteristics of the averaged vortex shapes, as indicated in figures 35 

and 36. The angle of the velocity vector to the stream direction is 

plotted at points across the wake, through the vortex centre. The result 

for anidealised circular vortex is sketched in figure 45 (a), for 

comparison. In the sketch, denotes the position where the backward 
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induced,velocity just cancels the free stream effect. The vortices move 

is • downstream with velocity 4, and thus, r1  is given by, 

LL 

Hence (yid (r(ttod)/tn( ()ciao) 

For the stationary cylinder flow, Pha = 2.39 , bLe./110 	= 0.8 

and hence, 	= 1.9 , which is consistent with the vector angle 

variation shown in figure 44. The synchronised wake variation in figure 

44, is clearly different, being more appropriate to that expected from the 

shape sketched in figure 45 (b). 

5.3 Results for Flat Plate. 

Clearly one of the most important parameters in the oscillating 

body and wake interaction, is likely to be the lateral displacement of the 

body. One of the earliest experiments conducted on the flat plate model, 

concerned the variation of base pressure with displacement amplitude, for 

a range of stream velocities. These, results are shown in figure 46, and 

compared with the base pressure distribution on a stationary plate, at the 

same Reynolds numbers. The figure shows a similar qualitative behaviour 

for total normalised displacements (a/d) of 0.1, 0.25 and 0.4 Both the 

magnitude of the effect of the body's movement on the near wake and the 

range of 14 over which it is dominant, are reduced with decreasing 

displacement. The actual scaling with amplitude, however, is likely to 

reflect the complex way in which the body's motion introduces vorticity 
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into the wake and modifies the velocity field in the base region. There 

would seem little reason to expect the existence of a threshold amplitude 

below which no effects occured, in an experiment such as this, and no 

smaller displacements were investigated. All further experiments were 

conducted with aid = 0.4. 7  so as to maximise the effects under consideration 

Also included in figure 46 , are base pressures measured with (.LA  reducing. 

Within the limits of experimental accuracy, there would seem to be no 

consistent difference between the two sets of results. Such observations, 

of course, may well not carry over to the situation of vortex-excited 

oscillations, where the displacement varies with U% , being dependent on 

the structure's mechanical characteristics, as well as the current and 

previous state of the wake. 

The change of base pressure with increasing free stream 

velocity, for a/d = 0.4 , is redrawn in figure 47, together with the 

corresponding variation of wake periodicity. The variation of shedding 

frequency shown, is a simplification of the complicated spectral plots 

displayed in figures 51, 52 and 53 . As for the D-shape cylinder, the 

plotted points trace the change in the natural "shedding" frequency, 

identified as the largest peak in figures 51 (e),(f) and (g) for example. 

As kis increased so the frequency of this wake mode increases and 

approaches, ;It  , the frequency of body oscillation. Also as for the 	
O 

D-shape cylinder this shift is accompanied by a change of energy 

distribution in the wake, the L frequency fluctuations growing at the 

expense of the natural shedding frequency, which is additionally being 

depressed from the normal stationary body Strouhal relationship, (the 

broken line in figure 47). However, in the flat plate case, even when the 

body oscillation-vortex shedding interaction is at its height, ()ivy 7.6 , 

Cab decreased by 60 	figure 52 (d) still shows that the velocity 
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fluctuations are not completely synchronised with the plate's movement. 

The actual distribution of energy in the two spectral peaks so far 
 

discussed, is given in figure 48, and illustrates the dominance of the 

fluctuations in the range 6.5 < Lt < 8.5. Obviously this range of 14 , is 

one of strong body influence over the wake, similar to the Di-shape cylinder 

as regards the increase in variance of velocity fluctuations and increase 

in base suction, but to call this a synchronised or "locked-in" regime 

becomes a somewhat arbitrary matter dependent on the choice of definition. 

As before, a definition can be developed on the basis of an average 

frequency, or total number of "vortices" shed in a number of body cycles. 

Thus the solid line in figure 47 (a), derives from a count of peaks in the 

U. -velocity fluctuation measured at a point close to the body, but just 

outside the wake, (x,y) = (0.5d,1.5d). By this criterion a synchronised 

range exists and extends from 93 % to 114 % of 1.4(=1/5), (6.5 .4, uri  < 8). 

This is further substantiated by the change in phase angle between the 

plate's lateral movement and the LL -velocity fluctuations measured at 

(0.5d,1.5d), (figure 49). 

The two signals, which are on the whole highly_coherent, at 

the body frequency, show a measurable loss of coherence around U.A= 6 and 

(.44  = 8. In 6.545' (A, 	7.5, the angle by which the displacement leads the 

velocity is fairly constant at around 115°  ; an obvious departure from 

the behaviour of the curve outside this range. A simplified representation 

of the physical processes involved at various Uxvalues, would seem to 

substantiate the general form of the curve. Consider Usmall, 

Fluctuations at the body frequency may occur at the measuring position, 

due to the passage of small clouds of vorticity shed by the body at its 

maximum displacement positions, (see figure 91). These would travel with 

the local velocity, which would be proportional to (4. Thus the time of 
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travel from the body to the measuring  position would be t= x/11 , where 4 

is an averaged velocity of convection. The phase angle that this time delay 

represents, is 

64 =  .2Tc  = ITICZ = 4Tr fna)2c_ = 2Tra)c-i  
T 	

ttil 
" 	 17. de. 

where 
	Ctt  = C. Ate  

Thus 
	e d (tiuu) 

It &Cgs  , i.e. a quasi-steady situation, then the fluctuations at& 

are due to the amplitude modulation caused by the wake moving  closer and 

further from the measuring  position. This modulation should be in phase 

with the body, i.e. © = 00. If any convection of vorticity perturbation 

were involved, then this would take place within the context of shedding  

periods, Ts  . That is, tal; ,b= STS)  say. 

9 	, 	211.7r a 2:fir ft%  =- 215,  Ow() 21r/sun Tr 	 s 

i.e. 	1/11,0 , with e-30 as 	CO 

One might,therefore, expect two distinct branches to the phase variation 

curve, on either side of the region of strong  body influence on the wake. 

Clearly, the real situation is more complex than that suggested above and 

the experiment clearly does not cover the extreme ranges considered. 

Nevertheless, figure 50 does show two separate linear relations for 4,1>4i 

and fo:li 
A salient feature of the spectra of LL -velocity fluctuations, 

behind both the D -shape cylinder and flat plate, is the existence of strong 
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periodicities at sum and difference values of dominant frequencies. To 

learn more of the characteristics of these periodicities, the cross-spectral 

relations between two hot-wires placed on either side of the wake of the 

flat plate, have been computed and are displayed in figures 54 to 57. In 

all these cases, the energy spectra of the wires were indistinguishable 

and consequently, only one is presented in each figure. As has been 

mentioned in Chapter 3, the accuracy of phase angle measurements is strongly 

dependent on the coherence between the two signals;  however, for a 

qualitative picture, such as those in figures 54 to 57, apparently 

meaningful values are obtained for a coherence greater than about 0.2. 

For uniform flow past a stationary body (figure 54), a straightforward 

and familiar pattern emerges. The spectrum is dominated by the vortex 

shedding  peak, with the remaining  energy contained mostly in low frequency 

fluctuations. Also present at such short distances behind the plate (0.5d), 

are effects from the formation region, which result in the second harmonic 

(defined here, as twice the fundamental frequency) peak. The fundamental 

shedding  frequency is an anti-symmetric wake phenomenon and figure 54., 

shows the highly coherent fluctuations to be one hundred and eighty degrees 

out of phase. As is well known, the low frequency pulsations are in phase; 

they are symmetric or "drag" type fluctuations. Delimiting  the two 

frequency regimes is a band of energy with very low coherence. 

A similar, though more complex, pattern arises when the plate 

is oscillated at some frequency, denoted in figures 55, 56 and 57 by "b". 

The situations shown in the figures are, respectively, Ss< c1,1  (U, = 6.15), 

m, 	(Ux  = 7.6L) and .fs › f v, 	u.„. = 10.39) . In the three cases the 

"natural shedding" frequency (5), and the body frequency (b), are highly 

correlated across the wake and necessarily 180° out of phase. As for the 

stationary body wake, the "shedding" or anti-symmetric regime is separated 

from the low frequency end of the spectrum, by a band of frequencies with 
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very little coherent energy. The physical processes involved are clearly 

little different from those represented in figure 5I., except that now the 

low frequency modulations are tuned to the frequency, that arises from 

the non-linear interaction between the natural wake instability mode and 

the imposed body oscillation. This will be discussed further in Chapter 7. 

Because of the basic inability of the hot-wire to describe the 

flow-field in a high turbulence intensity, reversing  flow regime, 

investigation of the flat plate wake under various oscillating  conditions 

must be undertaken some way behind the body. Figure 58, shows time-mean 

velocity profiles for ,A.;> 	fries fs 	, 4.wcfs  and 	= 0 , six 

plate widths downstream. As could be expected from the base pressure 

behaviour of figure 47, the wake has a large momentum deficit for f%^4s, 

i.e. Okt iv7.7. It is also observed again that the wake seems no wider than 

that behind a stationary body. In the fairly quasi-steady situation, 

( $ < 	)) of 14= 20.8, (figure 58), the wake profile is similar to the 

= 0 'case as befits the roughly equivalent drag  value indicated by the 

base pressure. 

The remaining  distribution of mean velocity, however, needs 

some explanation. Unfortunately, the profile was not measured in any great 

detail and the true asymptotic value for large y/d is not available. 

However, it is evident that the profile overshoots the free stream velocity 

by a suspiciously large amount, and that the centre wake velocity defect is 

insufficient to account for the relatively large drag, suggested by the base 

pressure. An error in measuring  (10  cannot be ruled out, but it is noted 

that the pressure coefficient falls exactly on the curve of figure 4.7. 

An increase of 8 % on tio , would make Un = 4..6, and 46. - 1.39. If a 

measurement error is ruled out on this basis, there remains the possiblity 

of the blockage correction being inadequate. The correction described in 
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Chapter 3, uses the stationary body cross-flow area, and the correction 

is only intended to apply at the body position. There is evidence from 

flow visualisation photographs, that the wake is wider for low ;values 

and greater wake blockage may therefore result. 'nether the mean velocity 

measurement can be explained wholly in this way, is uncertain though, as 

even the stationary flat plate exhibits rather unexpected behaviour at 

the lowest Reynolds numbers (figures 21 and 22). 

The standard deviations of the U.-velocity fluctuations under 

the same circumstances, are given in figure 59. Clearly, an error in Lto 
would also reveal itself in the normalised intensity. For clA  = 4.24., a 
bar beneath each point denotes the correction for a free stream velocity 

of 1.08 U0  . In all oscillating  conditions, larger tt fluctuations are 

produced than when the plate is held rigidly. The increase is most marked 

in the near-synchronous, "fs ,,, 	, mode; the centre line root-mean-square 

intensity being  virtually doubled. 

A more detailed presentation of velocity fluctuations in this 

and the stationary body cases, are the power spectral density functions of 

figures 60 and 61. Figure 69 shows the three spiked shedding  peak observed 

previously, and also the low frequency "difference" energy. In contrast to 

the spectra close to the body, these do not show the appearance of second 

harmonic power, until well into the wake. This is behaviour appropriate to 

a fully formed vortex street, as will be demonstrated in Chapter 6. The 

breakdown of root-mean square intensity in the "shedding" and the second 

harmonic peaks is given in figures 62 and 63. These were derived by 

estimating  the form of the underlying  spectrum and subtracting  this "random" 

portion from the overall peak values. The curves are less accurate than 

those of figures 42 and 43, since for the DP-shape body, the randomness 

was rigorously removed by the conditionalameraging. 

An interesting  feature of the spectral distributions through 
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bluff body wakes, is the change in relative strength of the low frequency 

modulations. This is most clearly seen by the disappearance and reappearance 

of the "difference-frequency" peak in figure 61, as the wake centre is 

approached. An examination of this feature, was made by cross-correlating 

the velocity signal outside the wake (at y/d = 5), with that from a 

hot-wire traversing the wake. In figure 641  the phase angle between the 

let -velocity at y/d = - 5, and that at the variable y/d position, is 

plotted for coherence values greater than 0.2, (an arbitary choice). As 

expected the shedding frequency is out of phase across the wake and roughly 

in phase on the same side. The difference frequency pulsations, on the 

other hand, have been seen to be symmetric, and are therefore, in phase 

on either side. In the centre, however, the fluctuations are completely 

out of phase, and the coherence, figure 65, is low. It is interesting to 

speculate on the likely reasons for such results. If low-frequency 

modulations are interpreted as variations in vortex strength (Chapter 7), 

then one might suggest that the phase angle behaviour is due to changes in 

the lateral spacing in the vortex street. It is not immediately obvious, 

however, whether the spacing should reduce, for example, for weaker or 

stronger vortices. 

Consider a Karman vortex street, i.e. two infinite rows of 

staggered point vortices. 

IY 	z) 
-fix 
	 ---> 

The distributions of mean velocity and standard deviation of the x direction 

induced velocity, are derived in Appendix 3. The well-known mean velocity 

• is: 
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a-  (y) = 0 	for 
	

IV I > 1)/2- 

(y) = 
	

for 
	Oc l41434- 

The standard deviation is given by 

6(Y) = 112/1411 Cot 1: C34 	totk 2-1(347.).... 4-ca 2R$/( 	+71 

(f11, 6i) = rh+tt f eel% u+io- cotl ed k) + 2. ft.J trbik 	0202.  

fay 0 s 	1)/2 

The function ay, is shown in figure 66, for b/Q. = 0.25. 

6u(y) is a measure of the total energy in the vortex induced fluctuations 

and is,se;n to be a function of circulation and vortex spacing. These 

parameters maybe altered by a particular change in the prevailing 

situation, such as making the body oscillate, or may continually vary 

due to some influence, which modulates the vortex strength. 7hatever the 

mechanism of change, it is clear that the distribution of 674.w ill change. 

From the results of the stationary and "synchronised" D-shape cylinder, 

known changes in vortex strength and spacing, can be related to measured 

differences in 6-6.(y). For the oscillating flat plate situation under 

consideration, the agent of similar, but non-steady changes, will be taken 

as the "difference" frequency, regarded as a slow modulator of the wake 

parameters. The consequent changes in drit(y), will take place at this 

frequency, so that from the phase relations of these fluctuations, it 

might be possible to work back to the likely vortex strengths and spacings, 

through the 6"k  behaviour. In-phase fluctuations, at the modulating frequency, 

will require a similar variation in emfor a particular change of wake 
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conditions, whereas anti-phase fluctuations will require opposite changes. 

The delimiters of these simplified phase areas, are thus, lines of null 

change in ire  These will now be estal4ished. 

Consider a change of circulation from 110  to r  , and an 

accompanying lateral spacing modification from bo  to h, . It will be 

assumed that k remains sensibly constant. For experimental measurement 

of intensity, the overall squared mean velocity is subtracted from the 

total mean square velocity. 

Thus the equations for zero change in measured intensity are 

as follows ;- 

(50!‘ (4) -4 61: (A) 	;Or 	I 41 6/2.  

< (4) f Q10 1-02  = 15;:(4) 	fe 	fell'Q I J 1 <- 4/2 

These relations reduce to 

(11111 )2  = c.ed t  (y+ boil) -fr cotl is  (y--642.) - 2.toil 2rry/t 	
faY NI> 6/2_ 

cod, 21r Cy +1),(2) 4- coE,I, Lir(y...b, ft) - t ta"f, rryit 

Coaq ((44q2) — tad% p-640 +2.(bA1114e ;Iv 04i,kty2.  

coti.21
lE

1- 	— cot 211 (y-642) +- ItaiKe,111,0_ 

It is noted, that the limit of 711/110  for large y, is given by 

(A) = 	
I 4 coal -116,g 

yz 

That is, for an infinite vortex street the effect of a change in lateral 

spacing of the rows is felt at all distances from the street. 
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The above expressions are produced in figure 67, for'a change 

in 17/P from 0.25 to 0.20. Under these conditions, the limit of 71,//1, as 

y tends to infinity is 1.1. In the figure, regions are indicated, within 

Which, the intensity will rise or fall, for such a contraction. A 

requirement of an analysis to describe the flat-plate experimental results 

is that the intensity changes should be out of phase between points 

outside and inside the vortex street. Figure 67, as it stands, suggests 

either a small increase or decrease in circulation strength, could satisfy 

that condition. More information can, however, be gained from the averaged 

D-shape wake results. A comparison of "stronger and weaker" vortex wakes 

is provided by the oscillating and stationary cylinder results. A wake 

contraction from IA = 0.25 to 0.21, is accompanied by a reduction in 

strength, TA)  = 0.74. Figure 67 predicts that such changes should lead 

to a drop in intensity throughout the wake (except perhaps near the vortex 

centre, where this model is singular), and indeed figure 68 confirms the 

result. It would seem likely, that similar basic vortex street mechanisms 

work in the non-stationary situation under consideration, where the 

"difference" frequency continually modulates the vortex strengths. 

Supposing then the same trend, (lateral spacing contraction, with decreased 

strength), an out of phase situation can only be obtained from figure 67, 

by a small reduction in strength. It is readily admitted, of course, that 

the centre of a real wake is very much an area of distributed vorticity 

and that the Von Karman model is inadequate in this respect. It is,believed 

however, that sensible use of this idealisation can produce meaningful 

indications of wake behaviour. The treatment, so far, has been concerned 

with just one.point in the low frequency modulation cycle, and the null 

energy lines, drawn in figure 67, are unlikely to remain fixed for all 

changes in T and Eft. However, having noted the disappearance of the 
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"difference" frequency in the spectra of figure 61, it is of interest 

to consider the energy distributions, shown in figure 65. Three curves 

are drawn; the fractional and absolute energy in the "difference" frequency, 

and the total variance of all U.. -fluctuations scaled onto the "difference" 

frequency curve. For small reductions in 111/10  figure 67 suggests the only 

null regions to be in the immediate region of the vortex centre. This 

would seem to fit figure 65 (recall figure 14), low energy being recorded 

in the band, 1.5 < y/d < 2.5 ; although it is difficult to interpret 

the figure precisely, due to the influence of increasing turbulent 

energy, as the centre is approached. 

An indication of the increased average vortex strength in the 

wake, when cs -/ 	, is given by the convection velocity reduction, 

shown in figure 69. It is seen that the vortex downstream translation 

velocity is reduced from the stationary body value of 	0.8140  to 

0.7tto 	for 	Ult = 7.55. This is in accord with the extra 

momentum deficit shown in figure 58; a measure of the increased drag force 

on the body. 

An aspect touched on in Chapter 1, was the relatively good 

spanwise correlation, (figure 3), in the wake of a sharp edged body. It 

was interesting, therefore, to examine this characteristic in some detail 

for both stationary and oscillating flat plates. Figure 70 gives details of 

measurements, made with two laterally spaced hot-wires; outside the wake 

and six base heights downstream. The suspected inherently good spanwise 

organisation of the shedding vortices, is demonstrated by the phase angle 

variation at the shedding frequency. For reference, the two solid lines 

on the phase angle plot, show the necessary phase shift for a 5°  

inclination of the vortex filaments. Clearly, then, the filaments are, to 

all intents and purposes, aligned parallel to the separating edge for 
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both stationary and oscillating cases. As to be expected, however, the 

wake does respond to the imposed in-phase body movement, and both the 

shedding frequency and overall fluctuations become better correlated 

across the span. The details of the cross-spectra between the two wires, 

at 2/d. = 2.35, for both cases, are shown in figure 71. The fluctuations 

at all coherent frequencies are pretty well in phase, though there is a 

certain amount of variablity in the phase angle measurement. Once again 

the coherence relationship helps separate out the low frequency modulations 

of the anti-symmetric shedding phenomenon, and in the oscillating situation 

these pulsations are seen to be very well correlated across this spariwise 

separation. 

5.4 Results for triangular-section cylinder. 

The third sharp-edged bluff body used in this series of 

experiments was the triangular-section cylinder described in Chapter 2. 

The extent of these experiments was more limited than for the other two 

bodies, but nonetheless, some interesting similarities and contrasts 

emerged. 

The first point to bring out is the high suction that occurs 

on the base tip of the body, when held rigid in a uniform flow. Figure 72 

indicates a base pressure coefficient of 	- 1.9 for the stationary body. 

The spectra of figures 73 and 74, show that the oscillating body can 

synchronise the wake to the frequency, 5,4  , over a considerable range of 

free stream velocity. The shedding is locked to the body frequency for 

7.8 < Um < 9, figure 74, (a) - (e); a range of 87 Yo to 100% of (kr  

This is plotted out in figure 72, as is the base pressure variation with LLN. 
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In contrast to the other two cylinders, the strong body influence occurs 

below Lif and the base suction is never higher than in the stationary case. 

For completeness table 3, gives the synchronous or near-synchronous regimes 

for the three bodies in terms of their individual Ur  values. It is emphasised, 

however, that these descriptions of "locking" are undoubtedly inadequate 

and reference should be made to the qualifying definitions employed in the 

text. 

Although the base suction is never greater than the stationary 

value, there are indications from the convection velocity measurements, in 

figure 77, that the overall drag could be greater in some circumstances. 

The vortices are similarly retarded at Lin  = 8.4, but, surprisingly, the 

convection velocity is 8 % down at U.%  = 8.13, where the tip base pressure 

is 21 % higher than in the stationary situation! It must therefore, be 

considered, that the tip region pressure is not always representative of 

the whole of the base, an idea which is developed further in Chapter 7, 

Figures 75 and 76 describe the changes in wake energy that occur in the 

different interaction regimes. The overall variance, figure 75, has a 

local maximum at the end of the "locked" region, but this energy is at 

least equalled by the fluctuations at 	A, 6. It must be noted, however, 

that the wake width is likely to vary under different conditions, and in 

view of the extra blockage at low (IA , implied by the flat plate results, 

it is possible that such high variances are due to closer proximity of the 

hot-wire to the wake itself. Figure 76 condenses the spectral peak energies, 

to show the relative changes at the body frequency and the more "natural" 

shedding mode. This confirms the total body control in the region, 

7.8 < Etx  < 9, the wake energy 'being concentrated at 
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Chanter 6  Vortex Wake Model. 

It has been seen in Chapters /4. and 5, that it is convenient 

at times, for purposes of explanation and comparison, to appeal to a 

model of a vortex wake, or elements of it. Figure 141  compared a conditionally 

sampled vortex profile, with that of a viscous vortex and 5.3 interpreted 

cross-wake phase relations on the basis of a Kerman vortex street. Previous 

investigators of cylinder wakes, such as Timme (52), Berger (53), Griffin 

(31), Schaefer and Eskinasi (29) and Bloor and Gerrard (50), have needed 

to use such models, to match with their experimental velocity measurements, 

in order to infer the wake vortex characteristics. In the present work, 

however, the conditional averaging in the wake of the D-shape cylinder, 

has provided a direct measurement of such properties as circulation 

strength, lateral and longitudinal spacing, vorticity distribution, etc., 

and thus, a theoretical matching is not required for the same reasons, as 

in the above references. The measurements do, however, provide a means of 

comparison with a theoretical model and such an activity might therefore, 

be useful in highlighting differences and similarities, between the real 

and idealised situations. 

A vortex wake is commonly thought of, as a street of alternating 

signed, roughly circular vortices. The street is seen to spread laterally, 

but not so quickly as to prohibit an assumption of parallel rows. Schaefer 

and Eskinasi, (29), considered a finite vortex street and predicted 

asymmteric features on the velocity profiles, close to the body. 

An examination of the velocity fluctuations in figures 31 - 34, 

however, suggest that at 8 diameters behind a D-shape cylinder the velocity 

profiles are much more symmetrical and that an infinite street approximation 

may be more valid. There is of course, the phase shift effect of the finite 
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upstream extent of the street (recall figure 19), but this should not 

greatly affect time (x-direction) averaged quantities. The conceptual 

model thus consists of a Karman vortex street type arrangement, with point 

vortices replaced by some circular finite area vortex structure. A number 

of authors have considered the likely structure of a turbulent line vortex, 

the subject having a particular relevance to wing-tip trailing vortices. 

A scaling approach, similar to that used in turbulent boundary layers, to 

predict the form of-velocity in the viscous sublayer, wall region and 

outer "wake-defect" region, has been employed by Saffman, (54), to establish 

the circulation variation. Like Hoffman and Joubert (55), he arrives at 

an outer core with an overall logarithmic increase in circulation, and an 

inner core (including an inner viscous core), with "solid-body" revolution. 

Bloor and Gerrard considered Hoffman and Joubert's model and concluded, 

indirectly, that the exponential viscous vortex provided a better inner 

core representation. This is clearly supported by the vorticity profiles 

of figures 38 and 40, since "solid-body" revolution gives a constant 

vorticity value over the inner core. Bloor and Gerrard lend support to 

the logarithmic outer profile of Hoffman and Joubert and this is worth 

considering further. 

The logarithmically growing circulation, is equivalent to a 

velocity distribution, 1(  , proportional to 

(Gt 12,  tort)/r 

The vorticity, 	7X V 	d  (") 	51  94 41/ (8) 
7 .1-Y 

d 
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The vorticity variation of a viscous profile, 

-(2-2c47 (-1•26,6110)9)/Y 

is 	
CA) K .exP (- f-2G (v/fo)L) 

Figures 38 and 40, show a viscous vortex vorticity decay, matched to the 

experimental results. The result is encouraging, and although there are 

outer areas where the vorticity decays more slowly than eq(4.26(W1 

it is not obvious that the inverse square decay of the logarithmic profile, 

will provide a consistently better match. It was therefore concluded, that 

for comparison with averaged turbulent wake vortices, the "viscous" type 

vortex profile, with appropriate core radius, would be adequate. 

The following is a description of the vortex street model to be 

used. 

A 	 OA 
lb J. 0 

As the far field influence, of a viscous vortex, is that of a 

potential one, replacement of point vortices, in the Karman vortex street, 

need only be made near positions of interest. Three point vortices, defining 

a street cycle are removed and replaced by "viscous" vortices with core 

radii (i.e. position of maximum induced velocity), Ito. 

The complete potential for an infinite street, with the 

singularities at A,B and C removed, is, 

(e.)= (21  [tog  irk 0--ibf)/ 	— 	ily2) + to9(e- 44.1,6)4- Lg(tte(eibis)i 2a 	 SitiS4 - 1114 



which giVes rise to a complex velocity, 'V = 

95 

f
Ti= (1-11T :-- ir IT Coe 71-(-c:fy)- TecOr (t-k-idv2)- _L-- 4- --1— 4" 1  

From Cv= 31, ( I --.expEt.v, org,,0 ) , the replacement vortices have complex 
2TR 

velocity 

P

distributions given by, 

0_1,4 (126(7/,(0)(E-i0 	, relative to their individual centres,70. 
iff-rt 
(The over bar represents the complex conjugate). 

The total complex velocity is given by, 

-13 = 1r 111c.or (a-41) --Jr e-of (a-te.)- 1_ 4- J— 4- 	4. a- exg-tufrile.aa-V
Zit 1 	 ((-z4) 	 - es) 

- txt,  0.24 (i R49)(i-;) 	0._ 4.xt. (_l.26 Velget)) (E.- c) 
6.1 

where 	
A = 42-  1 	, 	rA = 	(y - b(x )2-  

=-/A-ik 	= (x + .Q/2)Z  + (3r+ Liz )1-  

= 	- /3/1 	y-2" =qx - th 	+ (y + 1.4 )1-  

• • 
Rue (D). iMr ,"(21961-1)posit(1)(v-t)- tost - M s"(-Vv÷-61)/604X940#45ux) 2n 1? 	 xr 

(y-6/2)00(4.14  N/g.)9AL t (y+6(2).exp(4.26(r8/Qt)/r2t (y#4 )expk.266a/RetYrZi 6.2 

It should be stated clearly, that equations 6.1 and 6.2 are not proposed 

as exact solutions of the equations of motion. The viscous vortex profile 

is a solution of the axisymmetrio vorticity equation, aotk= v (1.e. +44,  ) 

(e.g. Batchelor (6)), and as has been noted earlier, placing such a 

vorticity distribution, in the strain field of other vortices, will result 

in distortion, and clearly the symmetric conditions no longer pertain. 
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SuperpoSition of the constituent vortex fields in the model, is therefore, 

only a means of prescribing a particular first order approximation, to a 

vortex wake situation. 

By insertion of the finite area vortices, A,B, and C, a 

representation of the velocity field in -ks: x .5A., has been formed. For 

convenience, this cycle of values is assumed to repeat throughout time, 

or along x-space. 

Equation 6.1 provides a convenient expression for computation 

of mean velocity, and mean square variation through the street. It is 

easily seen, that the mean values computed for 	x 	, will be 

representative of the intended long time (space) averages. Also important 

is the Fourier decomposition of 6.1, in order that the power spectral 

density at "shedding" and "double-shedding" frequencies may be calculated. 

Thus consider the Fourier transform 7 (A) of 0.(20. A. is a 

wave number if x is regarded as length; a frequency , if x-is interpreted 

as time. 	c70 

V(A) = f t Lx) 44cp ( 2/u2cA) dx 

40° 

= 	 J 
-oo NQ %f/: 

Write x = x - NQ 

a(x9 ky_p (-22U (x `'t ALOA 0(X 
60 

'1: 	
ji then, 

Sh-o5 

exp(-2/4 meA) /toe/44E2N x'A) dxf  = 	(x)e.42(-17Ux'A)dx` ZexpEtfibuf) 
eij 

- -1/a. . 
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A.) = 	g (k- N(e) u_Cx).(2.x.p(-2ri2,cax (see appendix 4.), 

/4).:-06 	_e(e(i 

which merely states that T (k) is non-zero, only when k = 	, 

i.e. for the fundamental period and frequencies, which are harmonics 

thereof. 

Thus the Fourier series coefficients of U. (x) in x E 

may be used to compute the energy distribution at the harmonic frequencies. 

Two sets of fundamental results for this model are shown in 

figures 78 and 79. They show the distributions of fundamental and second 

harmonic energies in the vortex street, for vortices of two core sizes. 

In figure 78, Ro  A< 0.5, whereas in figure 79, Ro /b> 0.5; that is the 
vortices inersect the street centre-line and the interaction deviates 

more from a potential representation. An immediate qualitative difference 

is observable, in the turning points of the fundamental energy curve. 

The small core vortex street, (figure 78), has virtually no fluctuating 

U. -velocity at the vortex centre. This is in line with the potential 

vortex street result, of induced velocity being entirely due to the 

opposing row, and being invariant through a line of centres.In the case 

of the larger vortex cores, considered in figure 79, the behaviour is 

fudamentally different, there being no null energy region in the fundamental 

frequency. This is the type of situation encountered in the turbulent 

vortex wakes behind the D -shape cylinder, as illustrated by the energy 

distributions in figures 4.2 and 4.3. Experimental findings which support 

the validity of the present model, are observations of a double peak in 

the intensity-distribution of CL- fluctuations, in the laminar wake of a 

circular cylinder at Re ^J 100 (56),and the observation by Bloor and 
• 

Gerrard (50), for larger Reynolds numbers, that the peak intensity of 
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fundamental fluctuations does not occur at the vortex core radius. These 

effects of the large vortices, make more difficult the task of estimating, 

a priori, the characteristics of a vortex street. The existence of 

fluctuations along the vortex centre line, for example, makes invalid the 

commonly held assumption, that the vortex convection velocity equals the 

time mean at that position. 

Having established the general good behaviour of the theoretical 

description, an attempt was made to match, in detail, the results for the 

stationary and oscillating D-shape cylinder, presented in 5.2. In the 

model the vorticity at a vortex centre is given by, 

60 . t ZG Pb[ 
Pik: was chosen from figures 38 and 40 and the resulting match of 
vorticity decay, has already been mentioned. To establish the individual 

values of strength and core radius, the total tt intensity distribution 

was considered. Considering the stationary body first, figure 80 shows a 

reasonable match of U and V intensities, for riAtod = 1.66, Rile( . 1.0. 

It is to be remembered, that the model is not exact, and an important 

consequence of matching attempts, is to discover the differences between 

the real and idealised situations. Figure 81, shows the resulting prediction 

of ti-velocity through the vortex centre. Clearly there is a large 

discrepancy between the two curves, perhaps surprisingly large considering 

the comparison of figure 80. Consider therefore, figure 82 which is a plot 

of the k -velocity difference from the previous figure. Also in this figure, 

the difference profile through the vortex centre has been inverted, to 

simulate the defect through a vortex on the opposite side. Presented in this 

Way, the velocity defect can be seen to have a fair degree of symmetry 

about the centre line, the average values (broken line) being reasonably 

close to either curve, except around IV/AI = 3.0. A mean shear, of course, 
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ties in 'well with the energy behaviour of figure 80, since shear must be 

added to the theoretical profile in figure 81, without producing fluctuating 

velocities. The growing asymmetry of the defect curve in 2.5 < y/d < 3, 

satisfies the need for more energy in this region, as shown by figure 80. 

Figure 83 shows the consistent requirement in the mean velocity profile. 

The basic vortex street model seriously underestimates the wake velocity 

defect, but the addition of the mean shear from figure 82, remedies the 

situation completly. From figure 82, an estimate of the additional vorticity 

required by the model can be made. As there are negligible mean tr-velocities 

in the wake, there is no problem ih establishing the equivalent vorticity 

of the mean shear; LPy being the only contribution in a two dimensional 

situation. Similarly, the V- velocitiesclose to a cross-wake line through 

a vortex centre, are small and the same argument is thought to apply. 

Consequently, the extra vorticity so calculated, has been added to the basic 

distribution in figure 38, the modified values being represented by 

triangles. Considering the accuracy of experimental results and the 

inherent difficulty of determining vorticity, (because of differentiation 

of an experimental profile and the transformation of time into streamwise 

distance), it is felt that the figures presented indicate strongly, that 

a good representation of an "averaged" vortex in the wake of a stationary 

DI-shape cylinder, is given by a street of circular "viscous-type" vortices 

with the addition of a considerable mean shear. 

The same approach was adopted for the comparison of the 

conditionally sampled oscillating body results, and the matching is shown 

in figures 84. to 87. The values TI/Uod. = 3.67 and R0 	= 1.4.5, were 

ultimately selected as the most appropriate, though the matching is, in 

some respects, less reliable than for the previous case, It was suggested 

in 5.2, that the averaged oscillating-body wake vortices, were more 
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representative of the individual entities, because of their more 

"controlled" shedding, and that these shapes were likely to be non—

circular. Indicative of this feature, is the inability of the model to 

match the measured energy distribution at the vortex core edge. The vortex 

centre profile shows the correct general form, with a maximum velocity 

location close to that of the experimental curve, but figure 86 suggests, 

that the vortex itself needs modifying in this region. The notable feature 

of figure 86, otherwise, is the degree of symmetry of the additional 

velocity required to match the curves in figure 85. In both figures 80 

and 84, the ir fluctuations generally match the measured values in a 

similar manner to theLL-velocity comparisons. However, within the vortex 

centres the behaviour does differ. Whereas the measured values decrease 

sightly, the theory predicts a further increase to the centre line. This 

is thought to be attributable to the less concentrated vorticity pattern 

in a real wake, and the effects of averaging over slightly variable core 

positions and sizes. 

One unsatisfactory, aspect which has not been mentioned so 

far, is the addition of vorticity at the vortex centre, especially in 

figure l40. This underlines the quantitative difficulties involved in the 

exercise, there being little sensitivity to any subtle changes aroun 

y/d = 0.75 in figure 86, for example. 

In summary, then, the oscillating body results are less well 

matched by a circular vortex distribution, modification being required at 

the outer core position. Otherwise, the two situations are similarly 

described by a vortex street arrangement together with a mean vorticity 

(shear producing) distribution. It has been indirectly reported to the 

author; that the mean shear requirement has been noted in some numerical 

simulation studies of vortex wake behaviour, and such a conclusion would 
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seem to compliment the present results. 
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Chapter 7  Discussion on the effects of body movement on vortex shedding. 

7.1 Visualisation of the ner wake.e 

A severe restriction in the study of wake flows, is the 

inability to use hot-wire anemometers in the highly turbulent, reversing 

flow region at the body's base. This is, in general, the most important of 

all regions, in which the shed vorticity organises itself, through some 

fluid-body interaction, into the vorticity pattern that is then convected 

downstream. Modern developements in instrumentation have provided the 

laser anemometer and the pulsed-wire (reference 57) as a direction sensitive 

means of measuring in recirculating flows, but even this latter method 

suffers, at present, from a poor frequency-response, being essentially a 

mean and mean square velocity device. To complement the measurements of 

base pressure and wake structure, in the fully developed vortex street, 

the present work relied on the qualitative approach of flow visualisation, 

to explore details of the near wake. 

A 16 mm. film of various oscillating situations was made and 

some of these frames are presented in figures 88 - 99, (Re = 7.5 x 103). 

A single stream of smoke, was introduced upstream of the model. The stream 

which was centred about the stationary body stagnation streamline, was 

sufficiently diffuse to permit visualisation of both shear layers when the 

bodies were oscillating. The lighting was directly from above, reflected 

from below, and was confined to a narrow slit in the spanwise direction. 

The reflection was rather inefficient, especially for the long afterbody 

triangular section, with a resulting less brightly illuminated area beneath 

the body. 

In retrospect, it is thought that considerably more effort 
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on the visualisation aspect could prove well worthwhile, particularly if 

it were possible to separately identify the separating boundary layers. 

Nevertheless, interesting features are revealed under the present 

conditions, especially when the film is viewed in its entirety. 

7.2 Modification of shed vorticity by body oscillations. 

Before considering the smoke photographs in detail, it is 

useful to Consider, in broad qualitative terms. The role of a bluff body 

in the formation of its wake. It is convenient to think of the body, as 

an agent which produces two distinct shear layers, with an appropriate 

lateral separation. The vorticity in these free shear layers is rotational 

energy,'which has been extracted from the mean flow, through the boundary 

layer on the body. The form of the body behind the separation point, is 

intimately connected with this situation, being effective in determining 

the flow field in the separated region, and in providing a strong influence 

at the separation point. The result of this wake feedback in the circular 

cylinder case, of course, is to cause the separation point, itself, to 

oscillate in sympathy with the wake periodicity. When the body is made to 

move, an additional influence is brought to bear on the production of 

vorticity in the boundary layer. Consider first a uniform lateral 

translation of the body. This is exactly equivalent to an inclined stream 

impinging on the body at rest. Page and Johansen, (58), studied such a 

flow past a flat plate and Appendix 5, details a semd-emperical method of 

calculating the front-face pressure distribution, in these circumstances. 

It is apparent that a "normal" periodicity develops in the wake, with 

equal (though out of phase) amounts of vorticity shed at each separation  
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point. 

However,the figures in Appendix 5, do show that there is a 

strong variation in the wake charactet, since the base pressure changes 

considerably with incidence. This suggests that the formation region and 

vortex strengths would vary, by virtue of the range of translation 

velocities, that an oscillating body acquires. The maximum lateral velocity 

is CLIA4A/2 , which for Old = 0.4, results in a maximum incidence of 14.°  

when Uti = 5, and 5°  when UA = 15. As this wake phenomenon is independent 

of the sign of the angle of inclination, associated effects are anticipated 

at twice the body frequency. Consistent with this train of thought, the 

energy at the second harmonic of 	is is seen to be significant for am = 6.15 

(figure 55), and (Ix  = 7.64 (figure 56), but relatively weak at UN  = 10.39 

(figure 57). Also, it is recalled from these figures, that the fluctuations 

are symmetric across the wake, in the manner of the drag fluctuations 

described. 

The foregoing discussion has neglected the mechanics of changing 

velocity, and quite clearly acceleration effects have a considerable effect 

on the flow situation. In this way, the possibility of an asymmetric 

production of vorticity emerges; a situation analogous to that of the 

vortex shed from an aerofil with changed incidence. 

The following simple diagram illustrates the manner and sense 

of such vorticity production. 

Consider a flat plate oscillating in a 

simple harmonic manner in a plane 

normal to a uniform stream , U0 

The plate's movement is described by: 

9(e) = a St.A,LanL 
• 2 

VI 	r-LIO.  IA COS Ont. 
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For a steady translation VI  , an element of fluid, A, at the 

edge of the boundary layer, initially at Ao  , would be carried to some 

position Ai , under the action of the velocity VII. , in some small time,A€.  

If, however, the plate is decelerating in this interval of time, then the 

fluid A , will move to a new position A 2 	relative to B, i.e. ‘ line 

joining AB, lying in the boundary layer and moving with the fluid, will 

develope extra angular velocity, in proportion to the retardation, (-CIVi bit ). 

By the same argument, such a retardation would reduce the vorticity 

production at the other end of the plate. Considering then, the moving 

plate as a means of generating a vorticity perturbation, it is felt that 

the perturbation would be such as to impart a maximum of clockwise vorticity 

from the upper edge, at the upper limit of the plate's travel (-(ii4//tit 

I, = OC14/2), and a maximum of anticlockwise vorticity from the bottom edge, 

at the lower limit of displacement, (- dilf/dt = - 114/2). 

° It is of course clear, that the real situation is much more 

complex, there being no simple separation of vorticity production due to 

wake influences and body movement. However, the preceding argument can still 

be useful, in throwing some light on the non-linearity of the situation, 

and suggesting a mechanism for the resulting pulsations. It is well known, 

(e.g. 3) that a vortex sheet rolls up under its own influence, to form 

a concentrated vortex at its free end. The rate of roll up and "tightness" 

of the spiral, depend on the distributed vorticity in the sheet, 

For a stationary body, some kind of temporary "quasi-balance" 

is established in the formation region, which allows the growing vortex 

to resist downstream convection in the wake. If the vorticity density in 

the shear layers is now perturbed, one might expect a new balance to be 

set up; and hence a different formation region to develop . In this way, 

it is supposed that the formation region shrinks and expands longitudinally, 
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as the shed vorticity is stronger and weaker, respectively. If this is 

the case, can one now see in the body-wake interaction, a strength 

modulating mechanism, which can explain the low frequency fluctuations, 

that the velocity spectra have shown? 

The simplest notion, is that the body's acceleration tries 

to modify the velocity change, across the boundary layer, that has been 

set up by the oncoming stream and wake flow. A straightforward description 

might consist of superposing an acceleration controlled velocity change, 

(4/0)ilt , upon the natural wake oscillation perturbation V =0V106024 

A contribution to the rate of change of shed circulation, is then given by, 

d170  = (0(gGi&uast + cos w„E.) 
	

7.2.1 

The cross product term in the above expression, is a simple form of non-

linear interaction between Ws  and (Avt and the terms can be separated into 

the sum of a ( 614+(414) frequency and (Geft  -Cas) frequency. Thus a means 

of introducing the large difference frequency energy seen in the spectra 

of Chapter 5, is observed. There is one further consideration to make on 

this matter however. It was pointed out that modifying vorticity production 

by acceleration of the body, seemed to be an asymmetric process, whereas 

it has been emphasised previously that the resulting difference frequency 

pulsations are symmetric; that is, effect successive growing vortices in 

the same way. An explanation of this apparent paraiox can be seen through 

the arguments of Chapter 4, on body circulation. To maintain a zero net 

production of circulation, a flow around the body must develop, to 

compensate, exactly, for the shed vorticity. Thus, if the phase of the 

interaction is such as to produce a strong clockwise vortex, the resultant 

body circulation, will ensure favourable conditions for the generation 
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of a strong counter-clockwise vortex, even though the accelerating state 

of the body would not lead to such an expectation. The feedback from the 

wake is thus seen to be vital, and as,,the vortex strengths are dependent 

on the previous body influence, , in equation 7.2.1, should be written 

as a function of 4)41, which leads to further modes of wake fluctuation. 

In general, of course, major changes in the shear layer roll 

up and formation behaviour, may change the characteristic time scale of 

the vortex production, and feed-back a modified perturbation, to the 

original superposition, that has been supposed. So this non-linear 

interaction may continue, its development being determined by the precise 

details of body shape, Reynolds number, turbulence level, spanwise flow ete. 

A complete grasp of vortex shedding priciples is still 

illusive, and certainly much more detailed information is required. The 

oscillating of a vortex-shedding bluff body, is, in this respect, a 

useful means of controlled experimentation, and the following sections 

attempt to find further clues to the processes involved. 

7.3 Stationary body shedding. 

Figures 88, 92 and 96, show flow patterns at a Reynolds number 

of 7.5 x 10
3, for all three bodies, when held at rest. The photographs 

are fairly unexceptional, though figure 96, clearly shows the mechanism 

producing the high base suction on the triangular section, noticed 

earlier, (figure 22). In the presence of this body the shear layers roll 

up, just beyond the trailing apex and produce an energetic low pressure 

region, By contrast, but in accord with figure 22, the formation regions 

behind the flat-plate and the D-shape, are much longer and the rolled up 
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vortex apparently more diffUse. It is often, (rightly), considered that 

small formation lengths N  and high base suctions, lead to strong vortices 

being shed at a relatively high frequency:However, in comparison with the 

other two bodies, the triangular section has a lower shedding frequency. 

Also, the convection velocity of the vortices in the wake of this cylinder, 

is around 0.87, significantly higher than the 0.8 value, measured for the 

other two. Although this evidence is not conclusive, as no information 

on the vortex spacing is available, the measurement could be compatible 

with weaker wake vortices. 

This is further evidence that one is forced to consider more 

factors, than a single length and velocity scale, in determining the 

characteristic frequency of vortex shedding. Gerrard (59), Bearman (60) 

and Gartshore (61), have illustrated the importance of turbulent 

entrainment in shear layer behaviour, and further influences will be 

reviewed in 7.7. 

A feature of the stationary body wake flows, which is better 

shown on film, than in the figures, is the existence of slow, fairly 

random changes in formation region geometry. These are undoubtedly, the 

low frequency "drag-type" fluctuations investigated in Chapter 5, (figure 54), 

and in view of the discussion of 7.2, it would seem reasonable to explain 

them, as being due to random perturbations of shed vorticity. These could 

presumably be due to slight irregularities in tunnel speed, or result from 

the feedback of wake disturbances. The wake could have a long time scale 

for this kind of disturbance, if its history is built in, by the 

development of body circulation, as described in 4.3 and 7.2. 

"formation length": used loosely to describe a distance from the back 
• 

face of the body, to the end of the vortex, that is currently rolling up. 
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The argument being invoked here is, essentially, that the influence of 

any given vortex, shed by the body, will persist, in time, at the body, 

through the setting up of the conditions thdt cause the next (opposing) 

vortex to develop. 

7,!. "Quasi-steady" oscillations. 

If a bluff body can be oscillated sufficiently slowly, then 

the lateral velocity and acceleration, will be too small to affect the 

normal flow field around the body. The effect on the wake will then be to 

slowly displace it laterally, but otherwise leave the structure of vortex 

formation, within it unchanged. The body's oscillation frequency will 

appear as a long wavelength (pd (444  ) waviness of the whole wake, and 

will be seen at a measuring position outside the wake, as this long "snake" 

moves past. 

"Quasi-steady" implies 4;1<<41$  , of course, whereas in the 

experiments reported (figures 23, 47 and 72), the minimum value of 444:s 

is around 0.59. Nevertheless for the largest UN values, the gross mean 

measurements of base pressure and shedding frequency, do seem to approach 

the steady values quite rapidly. The analysis of wake fluctuations tells 

a different story, however; figure 57 showing the presence of multiple 

modes of oscillation and modulation. It is observed that the double body 

frequency, (perhaps associated with transverse velocity effects, (7.2)), 

diminishes in effect more quickly than the major "difference" frequency 

pulsation (acceleration dominated?), with decreasing .tt N. 

That the body movement still affects the near wake, in this 

regime, is seen from the visualisation study, figures 80, 93 and 97, which 
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extended.the range to tlit = 14.. It is apparent in figure 93; particularly, 

that some vortices develop closer to the body than others. From a comparison 

of figures 96 and 97, it appears that the shear layers have, in the frames 

shown, a tendency to be pushed out by the moving cylinder, with a consequent 

less-tight roll-up. It would, of course, be wholly surprising if the 

movement of this particular afterbody, did not have a very marked affect 

on the developing shear layers. 

7.5 Synchronous or near-synchronous vortex shedding. 

So far it has been shown that the wake of a bluff body undergoes 

significant changes, when that body is made to move in the cross flow 

direction. We have seen, for the D-shape cylinder and flat plate, at least, 

that these effects are strongest, when the body is made to oscillate at a 

freqency close to that naturally arising in the wake. It has been observed, 

that large increases in base suction and intensity of velocity fluctuations 

take place. Severe modifications to velocity profiles and vortex convection 

velocities have been recorded and a large increase in vortex strength 

measured. The full dramatic change in the wake organisation is shown in the 

film, where sequences show the effects of starting the bodies from rest and 

oscillating them in the "synchronised" condition. The final state of 

synchronised or near-synchronised vortex shedding is reproduced in figures 

90, 94. and 98, and the magnitude of the change is revealed, by comparing 

with figures 88, 92 and 96. For the flat plate and D-shape cylinder, 

instead of the fairly large formation regions, delimited by gently curved 

shear layers, we find intense concentrations of vorticity developing 

immediately behind the bodies, an obvious cause of the low pressure that 
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is measured on the base. The mechanism producing such a phenomenon is 

readily explained by the arguments of 7.2. A wake vortex can grow during 

one half-cycle of the body movement and be encouraged by the decelerating 

body; at the same time the opposing shear layer vorticity density is 

reduced. In diagramatic form, if the oncoming flaw is from the left, one 

would expect the total maximum clockwise vorticity production to occur at 

the top of the body's travel. On the downward movement the vortex will tend 

to be left behind, will grow increasingly weakly and finally be forced 

away by the developing counter-clockwise circulation. 

In this fashion strong vortices are expected to grow and large 

asymmetric velocity and pressure fluctuations, would be anticipated on the 

generating body. It is important to record, that the increased fluctuating 

side forces measured on vortex-excited bodies, and, of course, the very 

build up of the oscillations themselves, are expected to be primarily due 

to alterations in the two-dimensional vortex wake structure, rather than 

as a result of increased spanwise correlation. 

It might be tempting, on first considering the phenomenon of 

frequency synchronisation, to imagine that, during the "lock-in", the flow 

past the body remains the same. This is not the case, of course, as the 

measurements of base pressure have indicated. In fact, that the 

characteristic period is fixed, would seem to make such a constancy very 

unlikely. One might plausibly suggest, that, as the free stream velocity 

is increased, more vorticity is expected to be shed into the wake and 

because the formation period is increasingly lengthened in comparison with 

its natural value, the vortices will get proportionately stronger. This 

argument in no way precludes "hysteresis" effects on the synchronisation 

limits; but it would suggest a similar distribution of base pressure, 

for example, within the locked regime, itself, irrespective of whether the 
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stream velocity was increasing or decreasing. This fits in with the results 

for the flat-plate (figures i6 and 47), but is not consistent with some 

results of Griffin and Ramberg (62), ,for a forced circular cylinder at a 

Reynolds number of 124. By effectively reducing (bilkalir) from 1.1 through 

1.0 to 0.9, they infer a reducing formation length (base pressure was not 

available), and normalised vortex strengths of 1.28, 1.24 and 1.31i, 

respectively. For many reasons, it may be wrong to try and compare these 

findings with the present results. Apart from the shedding being due to a 

circular cylinder, the Reynolds number is in that range, where the wake is 

part laminar and part turbulent. Chapter 1 refered to the work of Berger 

and Griffin on the effects of oscillation on this state and its apparent 

modification. Although not directly applicable, then, these results serve 

as a warning and questions one's thinking on the effects of changing 

parameters in the synchronised regime. Perhaps the safest conclusion to 

draw once again, is that of recognizing the power of the near wake activity 

to modify, counter or even reverse an externally imposed influence. 

Certainly it seems that, in general, it is not possible to describe a 

synchronised wake condition with a single paramter, such as SO ( = 

S(1 + a/d) 4'11,/fs  ), Griffin and Ramberg (62)). In the present work the 

trends of increasing (1 + a/d) and tt/fs  are often seen to be in opposition. 

Chapter 5 discussed the results of oscillating the triangular 

section in the synchronous mode and the similarity of base pressure and 

convection velocity values, to those of the stationary case, were mentioned. 

In respect of shear layer roll up, it is clear that this cylinder's 

afterbody, permits little further contraction of the formation region, from 

its stationary configuration, even though the shed vorticity would be 

expected to increase. In fact, the similar strength vortices (inferred from 

the convection velocity), suggest that the wake-body interaction works to 
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prevent a developing vortex getting stronger. It is not obvious whether 

more shear layer mixing and entrainment of opposite signed vorticity, into 

the growing vortex, takes place; or whether the control of final vortex 

strength is through the afterbody itself, in the way that it acts to destroy 

vorticity at its surface, and even to produce opposing rotation from the 

recirculation, which sweeps fluid back under the separating shear layer. 

A similar observation is called for in regard of the different synchronous 

ranges of the body. The triangular section which "locks" the wake 

efficiently for Ss..44:t1  , loses control at fls  41 . That is, as soon as 

the stream tries to input extra vorticity, the developing situation feeds 

back its opposition and suppresses the feeding of vorticity into the 

growing vortex. The effects of 	afterbody shape and size, are further 

demonstrated, by the detailed behaviour of frequency control, due to the 

other two cylinders. 

In many ways, the D -shape cylinder exhibits what one might 

term, "classical" synchronisation. The vortex shedding is forced to occur 

at the body frequency, and the accompanying enforced changes are those of 

increased drag and fluctuating lift values. An alternative approach to 

spectral averages, is found in the raw hot-wire velocity traces. Figure 100 

shows traces measured outside the wake, under various conditions, and gives 

references to their equivalent spectra. The stationary D-shape body trace 

(figure 100(a)) comprises a dominant frequency, plus the usual random 

amplitude modulation. Figure 100(b) shows a condition just below 

synchronisation, where the modulation is now "tuned" to the difference 

frequency. In synchronisation (figure 100(c)), the shedding is exclusively 

at In  , but there still exists some random low frequency modulation. If, 

in general, the reasons for such modulation are random stream perturbations 

(7.3), then this mechanism still exists in the synchronised state, but now 
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their effects are smaller due to the general increased intensity of 

vorticity production, by the oscillating body. When the wake begins to 
• 

revert to a more natural, free stream velocity controlled state, the 

"beating" re-emerges, (figure 100 (d)). By contrast, for the flat plate, 

it was found to be impossible to "lock" the wake exactly, to the body's 

movement, and even in the most "synchronised" situation, a number of 

discrete shedding frequencies existed. At the height of body influence over 

the wake shedding, theliot-wire trace has the behaviour shown in figure 

. 100(e), The difference frequency provides a regular modulation of an 

oscillation, which has various cycle periods. As has been mentioned in 

5.3, there are as many wake oscillations as there are plate cycles, over 

an extended period, but these are not individually "tied" to the body 

movement. This drifting of phase of vortex generation relative to the plate 

displacement is revealed in figures 101 and 102. Regarding the tt-velocity 

maxima and minima at the measuring position, (0.5d, 1.5d), as indicators 

of the phase of vortex production, the velocity trace was compared with 

the record of plate displacement, to obtain, in any plate cycle, the change 

in the time of shedding, relative to the length of that cycle. If shedding 

were to take place wholly at a frequency slightly different from the body 

frequency, then the two traces would slowly drift out of phase, and the 

symbols in figures 100 and 101, would lie on a straight line. In the 

figures, the lines actually drawn, are those appropriate to the three 

shedding frequencies that appear in the spectra. The vertical line is, of 

course, the body frequency, the line with negative slope corresponds to the 

lower frequency (shedding getting progressively later in the cycle), and 

the line with positive slope the higher frequency. As there are as many 

vortex cycles as body oscillations, the number of long and short period 

formations are expected to be the same. However, the energy at these 
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frequencies will differ since the short period vortices are likely to be 

weaker than the others. It is easy to see how a weak vortex might be shed, 

when the drift creates an out-of-phase situation, in which a clockwise 

vortex is being shed from the top edge, near  the bottom of its travel. This 

would then presumably initiate the high frequency shedding mode. It is 

interesting to discover these highly tuned modes, but far from obvious, as 

to what determines them. Whether it is legitimate to describe them as 

a wake interaction mode (lowest frequency), forcing mode (body movement 

controlled input of vorticity) and a "compensating" mode (high frequency, 

small period, to correct major out of phase imbalance) is very doubtful, 

but has a certain simplistic appeal. In these terms, the various deeper 

afterbodies collapse the modes by dominating the wake interaction situation 

by their own gross presence. 

7.6 "High" frequency body oscillations. 

Flow visualisation photographs at Ityl le 4 are shown in 

figures 91, 95 and 99. The strong impression given by the film is that of 

individual vortex clouds being shed by the bodies at the outer limits of 

their motion. These individual vortices appear to be formed independently 

of the opposite shear layer and move off downstream fairly rapidly. The 

wake then seems to develop by individuals of the same sign merging, (much 

as in (2)), and these new clouds interacting to form a more conventional 

vortex street, appropriate to the free stream velocity. Some evidence of 

these occurrences, is shown in the various spectra at the low (.n values. 

Those behind the flat plate, were measured much closer to the body than 

were the spectra for the triangular and D-shape cylinders. The spectral 
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comparison, (figures 24, 51 and 73), shows that the energy at fw  decreases, 

relative to that of the "Strouhal" frequency, with downstream distance. 

Various resonant conditions have been observed, by other investigators, at 

multiples of ( 	), but these were not explored in the present work. 

Such behaviour is the expected outcome of the arguments of 7.2, 

which related body movement induced vorticity production, to its acceleration. 

The movement would be expected to dominate the shedding of vorticity 

increasingly, as UK is reduced, but with the reduced streamwise convection, 

it must still be expected that the natural interaction of these shed 

vortices will be the major influence further downstream. It is seen in 

figure 99, that the triangular section produces these "body" vortices on 

either side of the body and forward of the base apex. The individuals 

clump together, then interact across the wake some way behind the base. 

Consequently, as mentioned earlier the recorded base suction is low, even 

though the vortex street drag (from the convection velocity) is high. 

Figure 99 now demonstrates clearly that the low pressure regions are at the 

sides of the body, and hence, increase the body drag on these surfaces. In 

this context, it will be interesting.to observe the outcome of experiments 

on a square cylinder by Obasaju, at Imperial College. Preliminary 

measurements have shown a similar state of high pressure at the centre of 

the base, but the remaining distribution is at yet unknown. 

7.7 Some general remarks on near-wake periodicity. 

In analysing the vortex shedding behaviour of the various bodies 

in the experiments, there has been occasion to remark on the importance of 

considering the complete near-wake structure and its boundaries. One wonders 
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now, whether it is possible, perhaps with the aid of the flow visualisation, 

to draw any general conclusions. 

There is, perhaps, some doubt about the validity of using the 

method of Chapter 5, to estimate the amount of vorticity shed from the front 

surface of an oscillating body. However, one has argued that the total is 

expected to increase and the estimate will be taken at face value, for the 

moment. The implication of the measured vortex strengths behind the 10,--shape 

cylinder is that a similar proportion of shed vorticity is cancelled in 

both the stationary and locked oscillating cases. This is an interesting 

result, since a more asymmetric production was expected and certainly the 

photographs show, that in the oscillating case, the vortex grows with 

apparently less interference from the opposite shear layer. This would be 

predicted from the expectation, that as the body moves toward the rolling 

up shear layer, the opposite layer will be "left behind". It is presumed 

that the mixing of opposing vorticity downstream of formation, in the two 

cases, should not be vastly different, and therefore the vorticity must 

be destroyed at formation. It is suggested, that a considerable amount 

could be destroyed by the surface itself, or even, that the measured large 

production is unreal, due to the cancelling effect of the opposite vorticity, 

generated behind the separation point, itself. The relative merits of 

arguments, that shedding is a mixing process, or controlled by feed back 

to the separation point, are hard to deterine. It is probable, that; 

in general, both mechanisms are involved, but, as ever, cause and effect 

are difficult to separate. The following example is advanced, to further 

illustrate the possible importance of the latter process in determining 

characteristic wake times and vortex strengths. 

In the case of the stationary triangular cylinder, vortex 

development is pushed away from the separation points by the afterbody 
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and feed-back might, therefore, be suppressed. The vortices shed are 

apparently weak, cancellation being due to surface destruction or 

entraiment. When the body is made to oscillate, the wake breaks out of 

synchronisation, for UA just greater than k . One imagines, that as the 

stream tries to increase the vorticity production, the slightly stronger 

shear layers will roll up more quickly and become increasingly able to 

inhibit their own growth, by direct action on the separating shear layer. 

The vortices then develop on the sides of the triangle and the apex 

pressure increases, as in figure 72. With further velocity increase, 

stream effects begin to dominate and a more natural roll-up balance is 

established. The other after-body shapes are, perhaps, less efficient 

in providing this influence, in the sense that proportionately stronger 

vortices (i.e. higher (J , but still "locked") have to be developed before 

they attain such proximity to the rear surface. 

Plausable arguments on these lines can be constructed to 

describe some of the situations considered by Gerrard (59), but that might 

be to over rationalise this hypothesis. It may well be possible to observe 

virtually any characteristic that suits one's purpose, in smoke photographs, 

so the temptation to proceed further will be resisted. Suffice to say, in 

the context of this discussion, that the presence of solid surfaces, in the 

separated near-wake region of a bluff body, can be an important influence 

on the production and destruction of vorticity. 

In conclusion, it is wondered whether these effects are 

adequately modelled, in the potential flow model of Clements (10). The 

resultant wake development conserves most of the shed vorticity, and roll 

up is very close to the body base. The final vortex strengths are 

consequently high, less than 15 % of shed vorticity being destroyed. 
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7.8 Reflections on the wake as a non-linear oscillator. 

In Chapter 1, the possibility of the wake behaviour being 

described by a simple non-linear oscillator, was discussed. It was made 

clear, that the equations were derived in an intuitive fashion, from 

observation of gross effects, such as the oscillating lift on the generating 

body. Reference has also been made of potential flow models, which have, 

numerically, reproduced certain qualitative aspects of the vortex shedding 

process. Such models and the analysis of the present experimental results, 

recognize the primary importance of the wake vorticity in this process. It 

is interesting to consider, then, whether a simple potential model, based 

on individual wake vortices, can, in any-way, produce an oscillator-type 

equation, and, thereby, identify the fluid mechanic origins of the various 

terms. 

Traditionally, the oscillator equations have been written in 

terms of C t.  , a body side-force coefficient. This is not vital; other 

wake induced characteristics may be used, and in the following analysis, 

a measure of wake circulation was found to be convenient. 

It was soon discovered that the model of wake activity had to 

be very simple, indeed, if the equations were to remain manageable. A basic 

situation of a circular cylinder, with shed vorticity determined at ± 90 

degrees, was chosen. This vorticity is considered to jump, immediately, 

into a net changing vortex, there being no direct modelling of the shear 

layers. 

.Consider first, the general situation of vortices in the 

presence of a circular cylinder, in a uniform stream. 
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(From this point on circulations will be considered normalised as above 

and the prime will be dropped). 

Since (411  - 1),/(/ +-11-  - 24 sindi ) is always positive, 

(4i must be greater than 1), the effect of the second term in 7.8.1 is 

to oppose the flaw at A, for positive 11 . Conversely positive, (i.e. 

clockwise), vortices always encourage the flow at B. The effect of a unit 

strength vortex, on the velocity at A is shown in figure 103. An induced 

velocity of unit magnitude, means that the vortex is sufficiently far from 

A, such that the only influence is that due to its image, which is at the 

origin, 0 . 

Consider now, the following simplification of the vortex shedding situation: 
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Remainder of vortex street. 

Net strength 11  T  = ± -11s/Z 
1 

where 1,1 is the strength of 

1  an individual street vortex. 

 

The effect of the formed street configuration, enclosed in the box, is 

considered through its image circulation only. Following the arguments of 

Chapter 4, the strength in the box will be + T1/2, comprised of a starting 

circulation, a street of cancelling vortices, and dependent on the initial 

conditions, perhaps an unpaired vortex; the "last" into the box. The 

vorticity shed is to be computed from the velocities at St  and S2. , 

induced by the rest of the field. The complex nature of the formation 

process is condensed into a single vortex, A, with a time dependent 

strength 	, and an effective position ZA  . 

The production of circulation is thus, 

OA  (de = 	- utti 

N.B. Tie. = (11A +TT) 

Generally, 

ul'2-71A/1-711 

lx= 211h +Tr 

By differentation of 7.8.2 
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7.8.3 

Equation 7.8.3, is a second order, non-linear differential equation in TA 

and if Tik  and its position vector,lEA  are defined appropriately, it is 

possible to deduce the wake type oscillations. For a limit cycle behaviour 

of the amplitude of E , the oscillator damping must change from negative 

to positive in a manner dependent on the value of lA . 

The coefficient of 0111A/0 in 7.8.3 is, 

[4 (;+ 41-1 + 2  CTI-q2) 
	 7.8.1} 

The last term is always positive, the free stream tending to equalise shed 

vorticity and damp asymmetries. 

(T14.16) is always positive, while ( ?ft- ) = - sign (CC) 	(Tx.- al) 

Consider then, the commencement of a cycle, in which a positive 

(clockwise) vortex is to grow first. A negative vortex has just been formed, 

but cannot be considered to have moved out of the formation region, 

so 	Tr  T$ /2. . 

To, must represent the fully formed negative circulation and 

the growing positive vortex. Initially, K is expected to be negative and, 

therefore, (16.- r,) is positive. Under these conditions, the positive 

damping would come from the free stream and formed street circulation and 

the negative damping from the recently developed negative vortex. In 7.8.4, 

the free stream contribution looks to be large, and might indeed be an 

over estimate of the pre-separation boundeiry layer input, especially as 
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no account has been taken of the asymmetric separation point movement. 

Intuitively, the circulation developed around the body, on the shedding 

of one vortex, seems to be the only major encouraging influence for the 

next half cycle and, therefore, must be large enough to counteract the 

positive damping. As the positive vortex develops,T1becomes less negative, 

and the damping increases, becoming positive at some time in the cycle 

and finally, inhibiting the further growth of the positive vortex. This 

merely states, that the actual growing vortex has a positive damping 

effect on its own development, which eventually outweighs the favourable 

effect of the previous, opposing, shed circulation. 

It is seen from 7.8.3, that there would be no oscillation in 

the absence of movement of the effective centre of the formation region 

vorticity, ( Cerf/o(t and 	dp/eCE , both zero). Damping alone would 

reduce the net wake circulation (and thus body circulation), to zero. The 

overshoot of circulation, which sustains each cycle of oscillation, is 

therefore, apparently due to the downstream convection of the shed vortex. 

Examination of figure 103, suggests that the negative vortex favourable 

effect, might increase as it moves away from the immediate formation 

region, and, certainly the net centre should move across the wake, as 

tentatively outlined in figure 103. 

In summary then, a non-linear oscillator equation for wake 

circulation, can be developed from a simple potential flow model around 

a circular cylinder. The negative damping is observed to come from the 

previous shed vortex and the positive damping, mainly from the currently 

growing vortex, itself. The oscillations are developed by circulation 

overshoots, due to the changing effects of the individual elements, as 

they move in the near wake. 

In the case of an oscillatinicylinder,- it seems reasonable 
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to think of an additional vorticity input to 7.8.2, as a function of the 

body acceleration. If the influence could be written as simple 

proportionality to day/cal  , then 7.8.3 would contain a forcing term 
at the body frequency, TV2 out of phase with the displacement. This term 

could well look like the lateral velocity forcing, used in most Van der Pol 

oscillator analogues, but is probably better thought of as stemming from 

the lateral acceleration. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusions. 

1. In general, lateral oscillations of bluff bodies are accompanied by 

significant changes in the two-dimensional wake structure. Although 

increased spanwise correlations may be set up during oscillation, it 

is concluded that the primary cause of vortex-excited resonance, is 

increased sectional lift, induced by stronger wake vortices. 

2. The precise details of body-wake interactions, are strongly dependent 

on the shape of the body after separation. An oscillating body, mays  

simply, be thought of, as exerting two main influences : - 

(a) perturbing the input of vorticity to the wake, 

(b) modifying the development of the separated shear layers. 

A flat plate is seen to exert a strong influence through (a), but 

is unable to synchronise the shedding frequency completely. By 

contrast, D -shape and triangular section cylinders, provide a larger 

(b) influence and readily "lock" the shedding process. The consequences 

of synchronisation are still varied, however, due to the complexity 

of (a) and (b), and their inherent mutual interaction. 

3. Synchronisation of the vortex shedding by body movement, should not 

be thought of as resulting in constant conditions, even for one 

particular shape. Vortex strength, wake spacing, downstream convection 

velocity, base pressure, steady and fluctuating drag, and alternating 

side force, will all, necessarily, change within this regime. 

4.. No significant hysteresis was observed in these experiments, but such 

a phenomenon cannot be ruled out, in general, there being a strong 
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mechanism for conveying "historical" information, in the fundamental 

shedding process. 

5. Analysis of a simple potential flow model and certain intuitive 

reasoning, has lead to a qualitative description of wake development, 

that is similar to a non-linear oscillator analogue. This identifies 

the negative and positive damping, with the previous and currently 

growing vortex, respectively. The oscillations are seemingly set up by 

vortex movement in the formation region. It is suggested that a 

stronger forcing influence, than the cross-flow velocity, in the 

oscillating situation, is that due to the body's lateral acceleration. 

6. The vortex street downstream of the body, is modulated in virtually 

all situations by vorticity perturbations at the body. The negative 

damping influence in the near wake, sustains the effect and as a 

result, low frequency "drag-type" fluctuations develop. Such pulsations 

have been identified with vortex strength changes and contribute 

random low frequency energy to a normal shedding spectrum. When a body 

oscillates, the induced perturbation adds non-linearly to the 

fundamental wake periodicity, and produces an additional "tuned" 

modulation of the same character. 

7. In the developed wake, individual vortices are found to be distorted 

clouds, in constant change due to the strain field of the remaining 

vorticity concentrations. These distortions are thought to be the 

likely cause of variability, in local phase speed measurements. 

8. The structure of an average vortex cycle, behind a D-shape cylinder, 

was determined at a Reynolds number of 2 x 10
4, by conditional 
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averaging. The average vorticity distribution was fairly well 

represented by a symmetric, constant "shear" profile, plus an 

asymmetric staggered street of exponential profile circular vortices. 

A more complete description, requires an additional modification to 

the outer-wake region of individual clouds. 
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APPENDIX 1 

DFT of Real Data Through Artificially Complex Sequence  

Consider the Fourier transform of a sequence of 2N real data points. 

(2N points are used for ease of algebraic manipulation). 

The Fourier transform of the sequence Y(j), j = 0, 1, 	 , 2N-1, is 

given by C(n), i.e. 

C(n) = F (Y(j)). 

Firstly, form the two N-point sequences, 

X1(j) = Y(2j) 

X
2
(j) = Y(2j+1) 

and then the combined complex sequence X(j) = X1(j) + iX2(j). 

Now 	A(n) = F (X(j)) = F (X1(j) + iX2(j)) 

F (X1(j)) + iF (X2(j)) 

since F is distributive over addition, i.e. 

A(n) = A1 (n) + iA2(n) 	 (1) 

where A
l 
and A

2 
are individually complex. 

Replace n by N-n (N.B. Xi, X2, Al  and A2  are periodic in N) and take 

the complex conjugate of both sides:- 

7(N-n) = A1(N-n) + g2(N-n). 

compQex 
Now, since X1 (j) is real, A1(n) isAeven, i.e. A1(n) = A1(-n) = A1(N-n) 

and similarly since X2(j) is imaginary, A2(n) is odd, i.e. A2(n) = -A2(-n) 

= -72(N-n), (see ref.3). 

Thus 	T(N-n) = A1(n) - iA2(n) . 	 (2) 

Solving (1) and (2) for A1(n) and A2(n), gives 

A1(n) 	(A(n) +T(N-n))/2. 

A2(n) = (A(n) -7(N-n))/2i. 
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Returning to the required transform C(n), 

2N-1 
C(n) = 1/2N E 	Y(j) exp(-2Rinj/2N) 

j=0 

-1 
. 1/2N 

N-1  
E Y(2j) exp(-2R 	

N 
i2nj/2N) + 1/2N E Y(2j+1) exp(-2Ri2nj/2N-2Rin/2N) 

j=0 	 j=0 

N-1 	 N-1 
= 1/2N E Y(2j) exp(-21inj/N) + 1/2N E Y(2j+1)exp(-2Rinj/N)exp(-2Rin/2N) 

j=o 	 j=o 

.Now N-1 
A
1 
 (n) = 1/N E Y(2j) exp(-2Rinj/N) 

j=o 

and 	N-1 
A
2
(n) = 1/N E Y(2j+1) exp(-2irinj/N) 

j=o 

.*. C(n) = (A1(n) + A2(n) exp(-Rin/N))/2 . 	 (3) 

Since A
1
(n) and A

2
(n) are defined for n=0, 1, 	 N-1, C(n) is 

thus defined in (3). The upper half of the C(n) array is redundant however, 

since Y(j) real implies that C(n) is even, i.e. C(n) = C(2N-n) for n=0, 1,... N-1. 

Thus only C(n), n=0, 	N-1, is required and can be calculated from (3). 

More usefully however, since A1(n) is complex even modulo N and A2(n) 

complex odd modulo N, then 

Z(N-n) = (Ti(N-n) + A2(N-n) exp(-Rin/N))/2 

C(n-n) = (A1(n) - A2(n) exp(-Rin/N))/2 . 	(4) 

Thus an efficient method of obtaining C(n), n=0, 1, 	N-1 is to 

compute:- 

} 

2C(n) = A1(n) + A2(n) exp(-irin/N) 
n=0, 1, 	N/2. 

and 	'2C(N-n) = Al(n) - A2(n) exp(-irin/N) 
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A WAKE SOURCE MODEL FOR AN INCLINED FLAT 

PLATE IN A UNIFORM STREAM 

M.E. Davies 

SUMMARY 

The wake-source potential flow model for bluff bodies, suggested by 

Parkinson and Jandali, has been extended to the non-symmetric case of an 

inclined flat plate in a uniform stream. For angles of inclination up to 

60 or 70 degrees, the theory predicts the surface pressure distribution to 

a reasonable degree of accuracy (normal flat plate a = 0). 



I. INTRODUCTION  

Parkinson and Jandali (1) have proposed a potential flow model 

for bluff body flows. The model seeks to represent the wake 

in a gross sense, by two point sources in the "wake" region. 

The strength and positions of these singularities are deter-

mined by constraining the flow to separate tangentially to the 

surface at known separation points and with a prescribed velocity, 

which is simply derived from a measured or estimated base pressure. 

The method as described in (1) depends on a conformal trans-

formation of the body into a circle. An application cited in 

(1) was that of a flat plate placed normal to an uniform stream. 

This report extends the treatment to the algebraically more 

complicated, but conceptinally similar case of the plate inclined 

at an arbitrary angle to the flow. 



2. WAKE SOURCE MODEL FOR AN INCLINED FLAT PLATE IN A UNIFORM STREAM 

A‘51  

z -Plane 

Flat plate through origin 0, with incident stream ueia. 

/14 5 

c-Plane  

The flat plate is transformed into a circle in the c-plane, through the 

transformation, 

z = 	- R2A; 
where R = d/4. 

As the complex potential function is independent of the coordinate 

system 
w(z) = w(C) . 

. 
Thus the complex velocity v(4) 	

dw dw dz 
 

For large 4, dz/dc tends to 1 and therefore v(C)".= v(z) = Ueia. 

Thus the c-plane consists of an inclined uniform stream approaching a circle. 

Two sources Q1 and Q2 
are placed on the rear surface of the circle and to- 

4 dz d4 • 
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gether with their image sources at their inverse points and sinks at the 

centre give rise to the singularity distribution shown above. 

Thus, 

w(C) =U(geia+R2e-ia/g)+Q1/21r{22,n(g-Rei61)-
2,n0+Q2/27rfan(c - Rei62) - 2,ncl 

v(C) . = 	= U(eia-  R2e-ia /V) +(21/21r{2/(c - Reic31) - 1/0 +Q2/27(2/(g - Re16 2)-1/c). 

On the circle, r = Reie  and therefore 

v(4) = U(eia-e-iae-210) + i e-10 {(4/27rR cot ((S20) /2) + Q2/20. cot (020 /2) } 

v(g) = ie ie {2Usin(04-a) +Q1/2irRcot((51-0)/2) +Q2/27rR cot ((620)12)) . 

Following the general method of Parkinson and Jandali S1 
and S2 are critical 

points, where f'(g) has simple zeros, (f/(g)= g - R2/g). At such points 

angles of intersection are doubled in the real z-plane and therefore to pro-

duce tangential separation at the plate edges, S1  and S2  are made stagnation 

points in the c-plane. 

Thus at 0 = ±7112, v(g) = 0, which produce equations 1. 

1 

cos a - Q1(1+sindi)/471-RcosSi  - Q2(1+sind2)/47rRcosS2  = 0 

cos a.- (41(1-sindi)/471-RcosSi  - Q2(1-sinS2)/4nRcoso2  = 0 
	(1)' 

Solving equations (1) for Q1  and Q2, 

(11/47rR = cosaisin62cosagsin62-sinol) 	
(2) 

Q2  /Oa = cosd2sin61cosagsind1  -sinS2) . 

The problem is closed by specifying two more separation point conditions, 

viz that the separation velocity shall be related to the base pressure, by 

Iv(z)1 = kU 

where 	k2  = 1 - Cpb  . 

In general v(z) = v(g)if t(g) = v(g) /(l + R2/g2) 

which reduces to v(z) = v(g)/(1 + e-2ie) on the flat plate. 
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Thus 

v(z)/U = ilsin(0+a) +cosSisino2cosa(l+cos(B10))/(sinS2sindi)sin(d1-0) 

+ cos62sinSicosa(l+cos(d2-0))/(sinol-sind2)sin(d2-0)1 / cos 0 

or 

v(0/11 = h(8) /g(8) 

where 
h(0) = i{sin(e+a)sin(d10)sin(52-6)(sin62sinol)+cosdisin62cosa(l+cos(d16)) • 

sin(S2-8) - cosa2sinSicosa(1+cos(S20))sin(S1-6)) 

and 

g(0) = cos0(sintS2-sincysin(610)sin(S20) . 

At the plate edges, v(z) is finite since v(C) and f'(t) have simple 

zeros, and consequently can be evaluated by L'Hospital's rule, as follows 

v(z)/U10.1112  = h' (0) /g'(0)10.+7,12  . 

Differentiating h(8) and g(0) with respect to 0 gives, 

10(0) = i{cos(0+a)sin(d1-0)sin(52-0)(sin52-sindi)-sin(0+a)(sin62-sincysin(61+6220) 

+ sin(S162)cosacos(61+6220)-cosa(cosoisin62cos(620)-cosd2sinSicos0516))1 

g'(0) = -(sind2-sin51)(sinOsin(di-8)sin(82-0)-cos0sin(d1+6220)). 

At 0 = ¶12, 	v(z)/U = -ik, 	since v(z) = u-iv, and therefore, 

-k(sincS2-sinS1  )coso1cosS2-cosasin(S1-(52
)cos(rS1+62) = 

(sin62-sincS1  )(sinacoso1cosd2-cosasin(61+d2)) 

+ cosa(cos.51  -cosd2)(1+cosS1coso2) . 
	(3a) 

At 0 = -n/2, 	v(z)/U = ik and thus, 

k(sinS2sinycosalcos62+cosasin(S1-62)cos(S1+62) = 

(sin&2-sind1)(sinacosa1cosS2-cosasin(61+62
)) + cosa(cosd1-cos62) 

• 
(l+cost51cosd2) ' 
	(313) 



Equations 3 are of the form, 

X = Y 

-X = Y 
• 

which implies that X = Y = 0, and therefore 

k(sin62-sinycosdicos62+cosasin(61-62)cos(61+62) = 0 

(sin62-sin61)(sinacos6lcos(52-cosasin(61+62))+cosa(cos61-cos62)(1+cos6/cos62) = 

Defining * = (61+62)/2 and ip = (61-62)/2, equations (4) become 

2cosacos*cos2*-kcos*(cos2* +cos 20 = 0 

1 
cos2*sin(a+0+cos2*sin(a-4) 	= 0 

Separately equations 5 yield, (6a) and (6b) 

cos* = kcos*(cos2*+cos2*) / 2cosacos2* 	 (6a) 

providing cosa and cos24> are non-zero. These provisions are non-

restrictive since a must be less than 1.12 and Q
1 
and Q

2 
must both be 

rearward of S
1 
 and S

2 
in the c-plane. 

sin(*+a)cos2* = cos24>sin(0-a). 	 (6b) 

Substituting (6b) into (6a) yields 

sin(ea)cos* = ksin24>/2 . 

Since 	cos2ip = 2cos2*-1 

sin2(*+a)cos2* = 2(sin(*+a)cos02  - sin2(4>+a) 

i.e. cos22*(k2-1)+cos2*cos2a+2sin2(*+a)-k2  = 0 
	

(7) 

Writing equation (7) as L(4>) = 0, the equation can be readily solved 

iteratively for 4>, using the Newton-Raphson method. 

Thus 

(1)i+1 = i - i4i)/L'4i)  • 
	

(8) 

(The expression being derived by considering the first two terms in a 

Taylor expansion of IL(*) near a root of 2(4>) = 0), where 

Jt(*) =.(k2-1)cos22*+cos2*cos2a+2sin2(*+a)-k2  

and 	"V(*) = 2(sin2(*+a)-(k2-1)sin4*-sin2*cos2a). 

Having found • from (8), equations (6) may be used to find*. Although 

simpler in form, (6b) was thought to be less suitable in general, since for 

(5) 

.(4) 
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small a and consequently small 4, curtailment erros in the iteration 

procedure might well become significant. Hence, * was determined from (6a). 

Finally, the velocity distribution on the plate is available in the 

form, 

v(y)/U = -{sin(0+a)+Q1/47rRcot((c31-0)/2) + Q2/4xRcot((52-8)12))/cose 

where 	y = dsin8/2 . 

The surface pressure distribution Cp(y) is given by, 

Cp(y) = 1 - (v(y)/U)2  . 

3. COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL MODEL WITH EXPERIMENT  

Pressure distributions for a range of inclinations were computed, as 

described in Section 2, and are compared in figures 1-5, with the experimental 

measurements of Fage and Johansen (2). The comparisons are on the whole good, 

although the model's ability to identify the stagnation area accurately, de-

creases for large inclinations. As the stagnation point approaches the edge 

of the plate, so it is increasingly affected by the separating shear layer 

and local displacement effects. These viscous influences are, of course, 

beyond the scope of the potential model, but the overall effects are not too 

dramatic as Table 1 shows. The table compares the total normal force co-

efficient, obtained by integrating the calculated pressure distribution, with 

that measured by Fage and Johansen. 
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SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 
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